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social justice.
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Preface

In Which We Meet Ned Cephalus, His Teachers, and
Their Learning Scientist Friends

What might we learn if we asked students, teachers, and learning

scientists to distill the secrets of motivation and mastery into simple rules

of thumb that could guide how youth learn? That question drives this

book, which explores a simple yet radical premise. What young people

tell us about their learning experiences, we propose, can help teachers

align classroom practice with compelling scientific research into mind,

brain, and education.
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  (WKCD) brings together these perspectives here as

the next stage of the Practice Project, a joint inquiry with youth into the

sources of their motivation and mastery, which centers on the question,

“What does it take to get really good at something?” That long-term

initiative, conducted with support from MetLife Foundation, first

What Kids Can Do
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showcased the thinking of students in the 2010    Fires in the Mind:

What Kids Can Tell Us About Motivation and Mastery and later in  the 

  series  of short first-person videos. More recently, with support

from Nellie Mae Foundation, WKCD distilled those adolescent

perspectives in a six-minute first-person video animation called “How

Youth Learn” (with which we end this Preface).

Decades in the field have taught WKCD that we invariably gain crucial

insight when we consider educational issues from the standpoint of the

learner. In extensive interviews, hundreds of very diverse teenagers from

around the U.S. recounted to us the conditions that ignited their curiosity

and inspired them to strive for excellence, in very different contexts. The

Practice Project also learned from the meticulous    of

teachers, students, and parents that MetLife Foundation has conducted

since 1985, which shed important light on questions of teaching and

learning. These reveal that teachers and students often hope for the same

things at school: curriculum that connects to the real world, for example,

and increased student autonomy, responsibility, and creativity in their

work. Yet they also surface significant disparities between teacher and

student perceptions of whether such conditions prevailed.

Among other things, our past research made clear that much  of  young

people’s most significant learning was happening outside the classroom.

As we looked closely at the out-of-school experiences they described—in

book

“Just

Listen”

annual surveys
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athletics, in the arts, in community action—we saw many elements that

mirrored what scientific research tells us about the sources of motivation

and the development of expertise. In comparison, what kids said about

their daily school experiences often seemed pale, passive, or dull. Rarely

did they speak of new ideas or exciting work produced at school. Their

homework did not stand up to the criteria for what scientists call

“deliberate practice.” As evidence of academic success, they cited grades

given for work they had largely forgotten. When we asked young people

to report what they were “getting really good at,” the accomplishments

they spoke of nearly always had taken place outside school.

Speaking with teachers around the country after Fires in the Mind came

out, we heard this question again and again: “How can I build that kind

of student interest and accomplishment in my own classroom?”

Frustrated both by their workaday constraints and by what they saw as

students’ apathy, teachers hankered for examples of highly motivating

curriculum and instruction that yielded enduring skills and

understanding in their academic areas. Equally, these teachers wanted to

link how they actually taught every day  to  the ever-expanding scientific

research that illuminates how people learn.

Opening a “trialogue”
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This short book—a unique “trialogue” among students, teachers, and

learning scientists—sets out to satisfy that need. In its pages, a group of

veteran teachers will present rich descriptions of their own classroom

practice—not perfect or “master” lessons, but ones where they saw high

levels of both student motivation and developing mastery. The students

who were involved in those experiences will speak specifically about what

drew them in and kept them trying even when things got hard. And

learning scientists will provide their insights and commentary on what

may have lit “fires in the mind” in these particular learning episodes.

For more than a year, WKCD worked with these deeply reflective

teachers and their colleagues, who act as the Distinguished Educator

Advisory Panel to the National Science Foundation–funded Temporal

Dynamics of Learning Center (TDLC) at the University of California,

San Diego. Guided by research, we devised the   they followed in

presenting their classroom practices to their peers and the listening

scientists. (See Appendix 1, “The Teachers and the Lessons.”)

Of course, it included the proven elements of effective lesson planning:

clear and specific learning targets, varied instructional approaches,

formative assessments. But we also asked them to highlight two crucial

factors that together have an enormous effect on students’ desire to take

up a challenge, stick with it, and go deep. In the Introduction that follows

protocol
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we will spell out those factors, which combine in the “Motivation

Equation” that serves as our through-line in this book.

Debriefing classroom practice along those lines proved generative in ways

that we could not have predicted. As our working group reflected on

what we heard from the presenting teachers and their students, we came

to a remarkable conclusion. Across subject areas and grade levels, the

same conditions that most sparked young learners’ motivation and

support their mastery also consistently reflected important findings from

the learning sciences.

You will hear those conditions in plain language very shortly, straight

from the composite adolescent learner whom we have dubbed Ned

Cephalus. Introducing himself as “a very average teenage brain,” Ned

summarizes his “Gr8 8” rules of thumb that set out “what I know about

how I learn.” Countless students have told us the same things in the

course of our inquiry over the years. You will hear many of their voices in

this book—and now we know that science bears them out.

This stage of our inquiry, we conclude, took the Practice Project three

important steps further. Through our trialogue, we have learned much

more about:
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▶ How teachers can use what they know about the learning process—in

combination with their domain knowledge—to engage students in

learning that lasts.

▶ How student motivation and mastery arise from factors that teachers

can investigate and orchestrate.

▶  How students themselves contribute to our understanding of

meaningful teaching and learning. 

We hope our unusual approach will offer promise as a way in which other

educators might study how to plan with students’ motivation and mastery

as their goals. Let’s begin here, by watching and listening as our teenage

brain Ned delivers “the world’s shortest speech” to map out the journey

on which this book will take us.
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Introduction: The Motivation
Equation

In Which We Consider What Learners Value and Their
Expectation of Success

A teacher approached me recently, after a workshop where I presented

students’ first-person stories of working to get “really good at something.”

She was in her third year of teaching, she said, and she worked hard to

do everything her school and district required. She aligned her

curriculum with the new Common Core standards, which her state will

use to evaluate students and teachers alike. She wrote learning objectives

on the whiteboard and posted classroom rules and procedures on the

walls.
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Students arrive in her class, she told me, on a wave of sound and energy,

talking and laughing. But when the bell rings, something indefinable

changes. The light goes out of their eyes.

“What can I do?” she asked, recalling the scene. “They obviously care

about some things, like their friends, their music, how they look . . .” She

shook her head. “But they couldn’t care less about what I have to teach

them. They’re just not motivated to learn.”

The Motivation Equation

It’s sometimes easy to assume that students like Ned Cephalus arrive in

our classes wearing their motivation (or their apathy) like a backpack of

school supplies. But when we listen closely to kids—and when we study

the science of learning—we realize something different about where that

light in their eyes comes from.

In fact,  , motivation is not something you have at

the start. Instead, it’s the product of two crucial factors, which are always

present before any of us feels motivated to do or to learn something:

▶  First, we have to value that learning activity—it has to matter to us

somehow. But that value doesn’t necessarily come from the substance of

the material in question (like math, or reading). It might just as easily

learning science tells us
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emerge from social and emotional aspects of the learning activity, such as

the other people involved, or how much choice we get in what we do.

▶  Second, we need to expect that we can succeed at the thing we’re

asked to do, given a reasonable amount of effort. If it’s at a level we’re

really not ready for—or if our prior experiences have left us feeling unsafe

in trying—we’re not going to want to take it up at all.

We can write out this  Motivation Equation  as an algorithm that holds

true in any learning situation:

You can see that if either factor is zero, the product—motivation—

multiplies out to zero.   The stakes are high. If students have zero

motivation, chances are that mastery will not follow.

But keeping the Motivation Equation in mind will help you design any

learning episode so that every student will place some value on it. And you

can also design your teaching so that every student can expect to succeed

at the task. Let’s consider the two factors in our equation one by one, and

see how it applies to your own students.
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What do your students value?

Do you know what your students like to do in their time outside school?

Do you know whether they find something particularly difficult, either in

your class or outside it? Do they like the subject you teach—and do you

know why they feel that way?

“I think sometimes my teachers probably don’t see how much . . . I’m

dedicated to something,”  , who developed a passion for

making films during his high school years. He has found a way to express

his understanding of the world, and if his teachers do see that, they can

use it to light up his academic experience across the subject areas. 

Other students credit teachers for opening their eyes to what they care

about most.  A student named  , “Math is my way of

being somebody in the world, and being something and doing something,

and accomplishing something in life.” Hannah, at fifteen, discovered that

she loved the piano when she took a music class offered at her school.

“Outside of school I decided to take lessons,”  , and now she says

playing the piano is “what I want to do with my life.”

If you don’t know things like this about the students you teach, it’s worth

the time to find out. Many teachers, for example, start the school year by

giving out   a  . Such a survey gives us

some useful information to start with. It also provides an easy handle to

said Rashaun

Kenneth told me

she said

student questionnaire like this one
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open informal conversations with students later, letting them know that

we care about their lives and interests.

However, students often place value on a learning challenge even if they

don’t have a preexisting interest in the topic.   For example, they may

admire someone who can do that thing well, or want to be part of the

group who’ll be learning it too. Or they might see the subject of study as

useful to them in the future.

But just as likely, it is actually your own enthusiasm that will begin to

make them care about the challenge you are presenting. Have you ever

chosen a college course in a field you would otherwise bypass—just

because everyone says the professor is amazing?

Do your students expect to succeed?

The ideal challenge is not too easy, but not too hard. We won’t take up a

task if we don’t  —but if it’s too easy, we also won’t

bother. Given students who differ so widely, how can we plan curriculum

and instruction so that every student can expect to succeed, with a

reasonable amount of effort?

Here again, students come into our classrooms with a lot of baggage that

we may not know about. They may have felt humiliated when they failed

at a similar task. Someone may have taught them to avoid mistakes at all

think we can manage it
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cost.  When we find out more about their prior experiences at school and

at home—by talking to their former teachers, their parents, or the kids

themselves—we often stumble on the real reasons that they may be

reluctant to try what we’re asking them to do.

A teacher can make a tremendous difference in turning that around. For

an example, think about a time that you took up some challenging

activity that you still practice and enjoy. Did any of the following factors

help you feel optimistic that you could do it if you tried?

 ▶   Success didn’t all depend on you.

▶   No one would be judging you, so the stakes were low.

▶  You tried it in small steps that you could manage.

▶  Someone did it with you, showing you how to do it better.

▶  You got praise for small successes along the way.

Every item on that list is something a teacher can design into a learning

task.   And each time we design a task that way, we contribute to

a   that helps students see their existing capacity as simply a step

along the road to getting good.

mindset
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Listen to   how her teachers helped her “want to do more

than what I think I can do.” She said, “My teachers help me to become

something . . . like they see what you’re able to be and they just make it so

much bigger. If you think you can be something in math and science,

they’ll push you to be an engineer. They push you to your limits all the

time, and if you can go past your limits, they’ll just keep on pushing you.

And it’s not even too much pushing. They just get you to where you need

to be for the future. For college, I think I’ll be ready. I’m nervous for the

process, but . . . I’m excited.”

The Motivation Equation in the classroom

Each of the chapters that follow will help us understand more about the

Motivation Equation, as we look closely at the classroom practice of six

teachers. By connecting the lessons they teach with what students tell us

and what learning science shows, we will illustrate the fundamental

conditions that young learners need in order to develop both motivation

and mastery. 

You can use the very same process that these six teachers followed in

this    that helps you plan your lessons for “more motivation

tomorrow.” You will be asking yourselves the same questions they did:

What do your students already value that might draw them into this

Arielle describe

worksheet
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learning? How can you support their differing expectations that they will

succeed at your challenge? 

This is a good time to take another look at the   in

which our young brain sets out his “Gr8 8” conditions. You’ll notice that

some of them (such as “It Matters”) have more to do with the value that

students place on a learning task. Others (such as “I Have a Coach”) have

more to do with a student’s expectation of success—including the ways that

teachers build that expectation by the challenges they pose and the

support they offer. Some of Ned’s conditions have to do with both value

and the student’s expectation of success. And some (such as “I Have to

Use It”) also provide evidence of the learner’s growing mastery.

"NEDTalk" animation,
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Why should we bother analyzing our practice with the Motivation

Equation in mind? Above all, it will remind us that kids can feel it when

they’re really learning. They may be working alone or with someone at

their side; they could be on the tenth try or the hundredth. But whether

the light dawns slowly or strikes them in a flash, they sense that

something’s happening. They experience a   when they start

to understand some hard new thing—and they want more of it.

Teachers can feel it, too. Kids lift their heads up from the desk; something

shifts in their attention, in their voices. Maybe our teaching has taken

them by surprise. Maybe we’re noticing and building on their stories and

their strengths. Students differ in countless ways, so there’s no single way

into a given challenge. But when something we try lights the fires in their

minds, we can harness that energy to produce excellent work.

Scientists have their own ways of seeing those fires in the mind. New

imaging instruments light up neural pathways in the brain so researchers

can watch it change and develop—in real time—as people think and

learn. Computers recognize voices and analyze facial expressions, turning

robots into both learners and teachers. Hundreds of recent studies on the

development of expertise—along with giant leaps in the field of genetics

—shed new light on old questions of nature, nurture, intelligence, and

ability. Whatever our age or other differences,    brings good

rush of feeling

the research
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news: Given the right conditions, we all learn. Let’s take a look at how

teachers like you are creating those conditions every day.

SUMMARY & REFLECTION

What can we know about the students we teach?

▶  Their families and cultures

▶  Their affinities, temperaments, interests

▶  Their experiences out of school

▶  Their previous academic experiences

Ask yourself

▶  How can you build on what you are learning about your students?
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1. Make Sure We’re OK

In Which Teachers Make It Safe to Risk a Try

“I have to feel OK,” Ned Cephalus declares as his first condition for

doing well in school.  Both neuroscience and our own experience back

him up: It’s very hard to learn when elemental sensations—hunger,

exhaustion, loss, fear, shame, even distraction—stand in the way. How

many of us ever felt paralyzed by a sarcastic question from a teacher? Do

you, too, have trouble managing a sequence of challenges when you feel

completely wiped out, or when text or email messages keep  interrupting

you?
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Good schools provide meals and social services so that students can enter

the classroom physically and emotionally steady and ready to learn.

  Some secondary schools even adjust their start times to accommodate

adolescents’ changing body clocks and related  . And many

teachers coordinate their homework assignments to make sure students

have enough time for sleep and exercise after school.

sleep needs
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But kids easily lose their balance in the classroom as well, without a sense

of safety and well-being as learners. Teachers foster that important feeling

by welcoming and supporting students as they risk trying any new

learning challenge. In contrast, when a student experiences fear or threat,

neurochemical changes in the brain inhibit learning,  .

When  began teaching high school math to English

language learners, she already knew a lot about students’ experiences of

anxiety, humiliation, and the downright fear of trying. Credentialed in

both physical education and math, she has taught every grade level in her

25-year career and she radiates the fierce and affectionate conviction of a

tough coach. If her players are the underdogs, she’s going to build them

up. She’s going to make it safe for them to tackle the hard parts.

 At the San Diego school where she taught, Ms. Pierce’s ninth and tenth

grade math students largely came from families who emigrated from

Somalia and Mexico. Some had been in the country longer and spoke

better English than others. Eighty percent spoke three or more

languages.   But on the high-stakes California math test, they had to

decipher academic language on a much faster clock. If they took five

minutes figuring out each question, they would not pass—or graduate.

Dumbing down her curriculum presented no solution, this teacher knew.

“I teach algebra,” Ms. Pierce declared. “And I’m not someone who thinks

scientists tell us

Carrie PierceSHARE
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you need to know all these basic skills to learn algebra.” Still, she knew

that she would have to shift her students’ understanding of test language

dramatically, if they were to answer problems quickly enough to pass this

test. On the printed page, the unfamiliar prompts looked to them like,

“literally ‘Blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah, what’s a blah?’” 

 “That’s an awful lot of words for a second language student.”

Ms. Pierce did not much want to spend classroom time on test prep. Yet

she wanted students to have confidence they could quickly deduce the

meat of a problem by taking a few logical steps, using the math they

already knew. She wanted to desensitize them to the stressful conditions

of the test and to eliminate the stigma of trying and failing. So she made

up a high-speed, low-tech game that her class could play as a group. Her

kids dubbed it “the Student Blast.”

The Student Blast

Watching the Blast, I saw Ms. Pierce pluck a student at random to stand

at the whiteboard and work on a practice test problem. The other

students leaned forward intensely to watch—when this student’s time was

up, anyone could be next. As the student looked at the question (“Which

number equals (2)-4 ?”) and stared at the four possible answers, the

teacher fired off questions and encouragement: “Which answers can you

eliminate? Good. Now what? Good.” In two minutes the first student sat

she

said.
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down and another one was at the board, continuing work on the same

problem.

To the outside observer it can seem strange that Ms. Pierce says “Good”

after every choice a student makes—even if it’s not correct. But “as long

as they’re taking risks, they’re doing what they’re supposed to be doing,”

this teacher explained. In this context, “good” means that a student is

sticking with a high-stress moment in front of the class, whereas “right”

or “wrong” would put an end to the high-intensity reasoning in the room.

Only after the Blasted student sat down did Ms. Pierce ask the rest of the

class, “Why did he say that?” From their seats, the other students took up

her question, agreeing or disagreeing with their classmate as they went

through their own reasoning. Then—without indicating who was right or

wrong—Ms. Pierce plucked out another student to take the hot seat as

the public problem-solver.

“During the Blast, when students are working together, they have the

support of everyone around them to make one solution,” 

.  “This is extremely motivating for students that don’t

particularly participate and don’t know how to access or to finish a

problem. So collectively we put this whole problem together. I go back

then and I describe what I just heard. And together we put together a

the teacher

continued
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strategy that would help solve it—as if we had a second or third chance

to do it and we didn’t happen to get it right on the first time.”

The intensity built markedly in the room during the Blast, habituating

students to the stress of the high-stakes test to come. “We’re kind of

shaking every time,”   “She just calls random names and says,

‘Go on the board and answer that question.’ It was kind of scary, but at

the same time it was interesting. It made us, like, brave and, you know, get

used to it, and then believe that we could succeed on it.”

“She puts a problem up on the board and then she looks around the

room,”    “She picks on you. You can’t say no. You

have to go up there and you have to try your best. And she will ask you

questions on how you did it, and you have to explain it to the class. You

might be nervous and scared at first, but then it will help you in the end,

and you’re gonna get used to it.”

Social supports for hard thinking

As Ned Cephalus would say, these students are learning because they

“feel OK.” Despite the high stress of the situation, they never feel

personally threatened or humiliated. By thinking through a difficult task

under a ticking clock—while surrounded by a high level of social support

from peers and teacher—they get better at the task itself,

said Faiza.

explained  Fatsuma.
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noted  . At the same time, they are strengthening their

ability to handle  stress.  Mistakes  are just part of finding their own way

through the Blast.

In a classroom where students feel safe in such ways—not knowing the

answer, hazarding an answer, risking mistakes in front of the group—a

culture begins to evolve in which learners believe it is possible for them to

succeed. When they ask themselves, “Can I do this?” they may answer

“Not yet,” but rarely “No.”

Many students said they held on to such feelings as a reassuring

touchstone in other settings. “Every time I take a test, Ms. Pierce pops

into my mind, telling us to do this and this,” Yusef said. “That will

probably go home with me for like the rest of my life.”

All for one, one for all

Dr. Andrea Chiba
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Of course, all kinds of students experience math anxiety, not just English

language learners. It’s safe to say that most U.S. students (and their

teachers) have never experienced mathematical thinking as an 

  that can change the way they view their world. Instead,

they fear it, said  , who now teaches eleventh-grade

trigonometry at a K –12 charter school at the University of California in

San Diego.

A former engineer with a wiry frame and a daily tennis habit, Mr. Weber

bicycles to work each day thinking of new ways to draw in his very

heterogeneous group of math students and displace their math anxiety.

“You have to remember,” he said, “they’ve built up years of probably

some negative experiences, maybe some shame, some negative learning

about themselves or about the subject itself.”

Like Ms. Pierce, Mr. Weber counters those emotions by building a

classroom culture in which kids feel safe when they don’t yet understand

something. “Some teachers, they get mad,”  a student who

described herself as “really shy.” An attitude that conveys, “I just did this

—you didn’t get it? And now you’re asking?” can shut her down

completely, she said.   Another student,    that when a

teacher is “mean” or “rude” she retreats into passivity. “I’m, like,  ‘Who

do I go to?’"

enticing

set of puzzles

David Weber

 said Kimberly,

Daniela, agreed
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In Mr. Weber’s class,  . “He teaches us in a way that

doesn’t make us feel stupid, but makes us see how simple it is,” 

  “If we don’t understand it one way, he’ll put it in even simpler

terms. Like, ‘Okay, so this is a number . . . a logarithm is not just the

word ‘log’, it’s an exponent.’ Since that’s basic vocabulary that we know,

that’s what kind of helps us learn a bit more.”

Early on, Mr. Weber establishes the expectation that each student will

take responsibility for everyone else’s learning. Those with weaker skills

do not go into a different group. Rather, the teacher models the value of

clear mathematical communication, including from peer to peer.

His strategy starts with seating students in teams of two, three, or four, so

they can easily turn to each other and ask for help. “He teaches it simply,

and he says, ‘Okay. Now you try this,’”   pointing to her

small team. “Usually we each individually do it, and then we don’t get it.

Then I turn around and I look at her, and then we don’t get it. And then

I turn around and look at them.” At times they end up consulting the

teacher, she said. But having time and freedom to work it out together,

with help nearby, is “a really good part, and a big part of the class, too,”

she said. (Chapter 6 has more details about how Mr. Weber organizes

successful small-group learning.)

shame has no place

said

Kevin.

Bless explained,
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In classrooms like both Mr. Weber’s and Ms. Pierce’s, learners feel safe

enough to take into account the wants, needs, knowledge and mental

states of others.   “This is one of the most important things in social

function,”    Students are developing “theory of

mind,” the vital ability to look past themselves and understand someone

else’s thoughts and intentions, “Often, students aren’t encouraged to

actually do something like finish someone else’s sentence,” she noted.

“Matter of fact, it’s actively discouraged!” 

‘Feeling OK’ across the subjects

Learning to feel comfortable with mathematical expression is not unlike

what we experience when we first express ourselves in other fields.

Teachers of language and literature, history and science, sports and fine

arts, can all bring the same principles into their practice. For example,

Darcy Rogers, a Spanish-language teacher from Portland, Oregon, was

aiming for that same sense of safe classroom community when she came

up with an immersion approach she called 

.

Ms. Rogers gathers an entire class in a circle, to break down traditional

student-teacher relationships and build a new sense that all are co-

learners and co-instructors. With no translation, and with maximum

physical movement, she leads the class through a playful, fast-paced game

Dr. Chiba explained.

Organic Language

Acquisition (OLA)
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—in shifting groups of different sizes—whose fun derives from risk-

taking, mistakes, and growing comprehension and support. Through

hand gestures, circumlocution, and inferences, students quickly build up a

common vocabulary and grammar and begin to trust themselves to speak

and be understood.

Like languages, the arts can offer a safe and supportive platform for

students to stretch themselves—or an intimidating milieu where they feel

that they will never be “good enough.” At best, both fields build

confidence that transfers to other areas of learning. Daniela, who joined a

Colombian dance group after immigrating to the U.S., struggled in many

of her school subjects as she learned English. But when her dance group

performed before a large audience for the first time, her nervous

excitement gave way to the belief that she could do this hard thing well.

Before the first dance, she said, “I was shaking. But I was like, ‘Oh my

God, I hope I do great. Smile the whole time.’ And I did! And I was so

happy. I don’t think I would have done that in Colombia. So I was really

proud of that.”
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The examples of teaching and learning in this chapter all involve both

significant challenges for students and a real press for excellence by their

teachers. Those stresses, however, are balanced by the sense of safety and

well-being that young people experience in a positive environment for

risk-taking.

When we can strike that balance, scientists agree, we give young learners

an enormous advantage.   has shown a direct link between

stress (as measured in body chemistry levels) and school performance.

Chronic stress harms our students’ ability to think clearly and control

their emotions. Over time, it drains them physically and can leave them

on edge, tired, angry, or depressed. When stress lifts, however, their minds

will open up. Whatever the teaching strategy you use to support that shift,

you will be laying the foundation for everything you hope your students

will achieve.

New research
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SUMMARY & REFLECTION

What gives learners a sense of safety and well-
being?

▶  Enough sleep and nourishment

▶  Good health

▶  A distraction-free setting

▶  Group norms of trust and respect

▶  “Just-right” challenges, not too easy and not too hard

▶  A culture of learning from mistakes

Ask yourself

▶  Have you ever stopped yourself before asking a question you thought

might make you look dumb?
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2. See That It Matters

In Which Students Discover a Reason to Care

The catchword “relevance” has taken hold in school-speak, among

students and teachers and policymakers who use it to talk about learning

that explicitly relates to kids’ existing interests, backgrounds, or

ambitions. But what do we lose when we regard such relevance as the

only force that draws us in to learning?
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In fact, motivation can spring from many sources, as Ned Cephalus

points out in his #2 condition, “It matters.” 

Without a reason to care, no adolescent brain will bother with a

challenge, says Ned. And when learners do approach a task with positive

emotions, they are far more likely to perform it better, a growing body

of   indicates. In the successful learning experiences our group ofresearch
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teachers presented, students identified quite a few different factors that

made them care enough to try.

Connections to personal experience

When   wanted his eighth-graders to learn the science of

combustion, for example, one of the first things he did was light some

things on fire. After more than twenty years teaching middle school, he

said, “You just keep kinda learning what makes ’em tick, you know?”

Rangy and conversational, Mr. McKinney has the easy patter of a

magician with his props and the veteran teacher’s habit of calling

everyone by name. To get the attention of an early adolescent, 

 it helps “if you can do something that’s a little bit dangerous.”

On the day that Mr. McKinney ignited a “turkey pan forest fire” in

controlled conditions out on the school’s asphalt driveway, reactions from

his class ranged from “Ooohh, you rock!” to cautious fascination. For

many students, some personal connection with fire heightened their

attention from the start. “I knew someone who’d been on fire before,”

one said in a reflection on the combustion unit. Another called himself a

“pyrotechnic,” adding: “The danger yet calmness of the flame interests

me.”

John McKinney

he

allowed,
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This kind of connection makes the content and meaning of a lesson stick

in a student’s memory. It’s not just random, a cheap trick a teacher might

use to gather kids around and listen. Instead, Mr. McKinney engaged his

class directly in a central question about combustion: “What is actually

happening when something catches on fire?” He knew that his students,

however different, would all have ways to relate—even if they had only

encountered fire through fiction. One student “liked the movie Fire

Wars”—and that proved enough to rivet his attention as Mr. McKinney

picked up a propane lighter and began the lesson that day. (For more

details on the units our teachers present throughout this book, see

Appendix 1.)

Connections to the larger world

As they made the mental leap from turkey pan to television news, some of

these Colorado middle schoolers gained a broader reason to care about

combustion. “I have seen energy perform great feats of both destruction

and construction,” reflected one student later. “Wildfires can burn

thousands of acres and have tremendous power, while the same energy

can be used to melt metals and build structures.”

Those leaps happen every time kids realize how their schoolwork relates

to what goes on in   (what we usually call “relevant”). It’s

the chief reason that veteran teacher   punctuates his

the larger world

Tom Fehrenbacher
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yearlong eleventh grade humanities course with six mock trials about

controversial situations in U.S. history. He serves as trial coach and judge;

students play prosecutor and defendant, witnesses, and jury. All write a

“trial recount” and take part in assessing the work.

One mock trial highlighted Miles Standish’s encounters with Native

Americans; another centered on George W. Bush’s decision to go to war

with Iraq. All supplied a high-interest topic in which young people could

investigate and evaluate historical perspectives. “You can even look at

issues that you wouldn't want to touch as an individual teacher because

they are so charged,”   with arms crossed, long

legs extended from a rolling desk chair, his signature watch cap pulled

over his balding pate. “Let the kids decide. Let the jury decide.”

Students also draw the connections between historical and present-day

issues. “You start to understand why these decisions were made and why

it was controversial,”   who served as a lawyer on the Miles

Standish trial.    thinking of the Puritans “trying to

start a new life way off in the Americas,” wondered “what you’d do if

you'd been in that situation.”

Connections with peers

Mr. Fehrenbacher mused

said Michael,

His classmate Sarah,
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As students immerse themselves like this in a historical period, they are

also deeply involved with each other’s thinking and learning, our

cognitive scientists noted. Individual students like Sarah were not just

making personal connections, “they were also getting a good degree of

social affiliation—with the time, but also with the other students,” 

  “So it acted on getting them to understand the culture,

and it also really distributed cognition.”  Rather than being confined to

the individual, the learning process was distributed among the group as

all students embodied and enacted their parts in the historical tensions at

issue.

Clearly Mr. Fehrenbacher’s students did look forward to the social nature

of their mock trials. Sitting around a large table in the weeks of “trial

prep,” they rehearsed their testimonies with relish as the teacher kibitzed.

“It shouldn’t be ‘gotcha!’” he said. “The lawyer who’s researched

something shares what he knows with the witnesses he’ll question,” so

that all students gain deeper understanding of the historical tensions at

issue.

Rachel, who played a lawyer in the first trial of the year, approached her

role with trepidation. New to the school, she was still getting to know her

classmates, she said, and so “having to go up there and argue with them

just was a little bit nerve-wracking.” But as the trial went on, she felt more

comfortable—not just with her evidence but also with her fellow students.

said

Andrea Chiba.
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“You learn more about your peers when you’re working with them for so

long,” 

  increases adolescents’ investment in almost any

learning challenge. When   introduced his eighth graders

to plant biology and basic chemistry by having them build their own

hydroponic gardens—another task with robust connections to the larger

world—he started by assigning them to groups of four. (He chose by

mixing up their affinities; they could alert him beforehand if a certain

match would cause them problems.)

A genial, shirt-sleeved redhead, Mr. Gallagher can describe just what

appeals to each of the students who are swarming past him. “That kid’s

gonna want to use wood, he’s gonna want to build something,” 

  “That other one, she’s drawing constantly every day.”  As the

project unfurled, students with very different affinities made common

cause.

“I will definitely remember when all of us were working together,” a

student named   “None of us had shoes. We were all

just working together, having a good time painting this, getting all our

work done out on the field. For some of us who didn’t know each other, it

all helped us really get closer together.”

she concluded.

Engaging with peers

Ryan Gallagher

he

noted.

Bella later recalled.
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An element of choice

Many of Mr. Gallagher’s students, of course, did not put science (or even

gardening) on their top-ten lists. That’s why their teacher built in another

big reason to care: In addition to their group responsibilities, students

could choose to demonstrate their scientific understanding in a way that

connected with areas where  .

“You may not immediately see any correlation between hydroponics and

video editing,” said a boy named Jackson, who chose to make a video

about the topic. He engaged in many hours of research, including

watching other videos on the subject. “You are learning a lot, but it

doesn’t feel like hard work,”   “I’d get excited to show people my

new draft of editing, what we worked on with the hydroponic system,

what was new about it.”

At a time when seeking an identity matters more than

anything,   gives adolescents a chance to put their distinctive mark

on schoolwork. Paris, for example, said that she liked to show her creative

and original side through projects. She would strike off her list anything

that others might think of too. “If you’re like, ‘Oh! This just came to me

in the shower,’”   “you’re like, ‘I’m gonna keep this

to myself until I start working, so nobody will do it!’”

they felt more confident of success

he said.

choice

she said with a giggle,
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A teacher’s zest

A teacher’s own enthusiasm is contagious, and kids consistently give that

as a big reason they care about doing something in school. That seems to

show up in their achievement, according to one social science study,

which found that effective teachers—judged by the gains of their students

on standardized tests—stood out for their “social intelligence,” 

.

“Everyone in our class could tell you anything about American

history,”   a high school senior. She credited that to her

zest, and

humor

declared Bridget,
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teacher, who “was so passionate about the subject” and “loved every

minute of it.”

“If the teacher seems like he don’t care, you will want to pay back that

teacher by acting rude or making comments,” said Amelia, an eighth

grader. “But if he asks you what you like and does it in a fun way, then

you will think the teacher cares about what you like, so you want to think

about what the teacher likes, and try to pay him back.”

Even a “very serious and strict” teacher’s passion for a subject can

motivate students, Lauraliz pointed out. “He really cares about students;

you can tell he likes to teach,” she said of her social studies teacher. “He

sticks to the subject. It wasn’t easy to distract him. When he’s done with

the lesson he’ll make one joke and that will be it—and it will relate to the

subject.”
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As Ned Cephalus summarizes it,   are those who know their

students and love their subject. In making the learning matter to adolescents,

it’s easy to see how even “relevance” could take a back seat if those two

qualities are lighting up kids’ minds.

SUMMARY & REFLECTION

Some reasons to care about a challenge

▶   The topic connects to our experiences, interests, or deep-seated

affinities.

▶   We see the subject of study as useful to us, now or in the future.

▶   We admire someone who does that thing or we want to be part of the

group that’s involved.

▶   The challenge helps us build relationships with others.

▶   We get to choose work and demonstration modes in which we expect

success.

▶   The interest and commitment of an enthusiastic teacher draws us in.

Ask yourself

great teachers
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▶   What kind of things give you a reason to care about learning

something, when otherwise you’re not that interested?
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3. Keep It Active

In Which Fun, Play, and Surprise Create a Culture of
Curiosity

Messing about with the other brains, as Ned Cephalus  reminds us, is a

big part of why he and his friends come to school. And learning science

agrees: an exploratory or playful frame of mind gives rise to a learner’s

curiosity.
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A game makes us ask, “What if . . . ?” A puzzle sparks the urge to find a

solution. We love to laugh at an unexpected punch line or a ridiculous

juxtaposition—and that spontaneous delight often generates a creative

response.
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’s sixth grade humanities class includes a lot of English

language learners, and most of her students are below grade level in

reading. So why do they so vividly recall what they have studied about

ancient cultures in the Middle East? It’s because they can’t forget the

battles Ms. Ensberg stages in her classroom every year, in which the

children march around and chant as they travel back in time. “I knew I

was a king and I was representing a king!” one child said gleefully

afterward.

A ten-year teacher with a generous smile, a motherly air, and an

ingenious mind, Ms. Ensberg  —farmer,

scribe, priest, king—and arranges their desks to reflect their tribal

boundaries. She has the children make headbands combining their actual

and ancient names (“Edson Nebuchadnezzar” or “Jeremiah Johnson”).

They create props to compile a visual dictionary, and then the students

stand up to explain their specialized work and vocabulary to their peers.

Well after the role-playing event, children could point to the corners of

the room and explain “what was happening when they were in captivity

over there,” Ms. Ensberg said. The  playful  nature of the activity, she

recognized, increased both their recall and their understanding of the

historical events and what the conflicts meant.

Kerry Ensberg

gives each student a role to play
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Exciting experiences like these engage the emotions, as we began to see

in Chapter 2 (“See That It Matters”). And science now shows that they

also enhance our memory in important ways. They act as a powerful

trigger in the brain, helping direct our attention and reasoning toward

new learning. “If, however, things are so exciting that they drown out the

details,”   “that would be

too much excitement for a good learning episode.”

A simple change of context—from their desks to the “Babylonian

territory” in a corner of the classroom—also makes things stick in

students’ minds, noted her UCSD laboratory colleague Victor Minces.

“That they can be walking around the room, that the room has a special

organization, that they don’t have to be sitting down reading out of a

book”—such factors not only make learners more engaged but positively

affect their memory functions, 

The thrill of it

John McKinney's eighth-grade students felt excited, too, as they began

their unit on fire. Their understanding of the science of combustion grew

step by step, as their teacher led them through laboratory activities and

background readings. Starting with learning to use a lighter, they burned

a Post-It note and then lit a candle, comparing the quality of the two

flames. They drew the candle flame, in detailed color. They observed a

cautioned cognitive psychologist Andrea Chiba,

he said.
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candle burning under an overturned beaker, then alcohol burning in a

beaker, and 

But the day their teacher set alight the smoke from a snuffed candle in

front of their eyes, these eighth-graders were giddy with amazement. The

startling “smoking wick trick” —which kids got to practice themselves as

they figured out what was going on—would have been lighting up neural

connections in their brains, science tells us, leading new learning to take

hold in memory.

Like Ms. Ensberg, Mr. McKinney had calibrated his lessons just right

from a learning science perspective, observed Dr. Chiba. Their sequence

of tasks offered students “just the right level of excitement” to put the

neural system into a more attentive state, she said. “There’s an issue of

novelty: not knowing what's going to happen with the experiment, not

knowing what’s going to happen with the flame. The object itself, fire, is a

very uncertain thing—there may be something very exciting about to

happen.”

As students and teacher shared the thrill of that uncertainty, Dr. Chiba

added, their attention would have increased further. “ , or

shared attention, is a very important thing with respect to the nerve

biology,” she said, “and with respect to principles of learning themselves.

So this particular teacher really co-opted all the networks.”

speculated together on what the differences meant.

Joint attention
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Five months later, in a follow-up assessment by Mr. McKinney, all his

students recalled in exceptionally accurate terms the details of the science

they had mastered in that unit. And they also reflected on the fun they

had in breaching the barrier to something usually reserved for adults.

“My parents didn’t let me play with fire,” one student said. 

A contest of wits

A degree of   can also generate an edge of excitement among

learners, as we can see in Tom Fehrenbacher’s eleventh-grade mock trial

curriculum. The jury’s verdict remains uncertain until the trial concludes.

In the meantime, students play a fast-paced game of wits that depends on

research and rhetoric.

“We, as teenagers, generally like to argue a lot,” said Esteban, “so being

lawyers on the case lets us do that really freely.” His classmate Rachel

disagreed; she dreaded playing the attorney’s role at first. “I grew up with

‘Be nice, don’t argue,’” she said. “But it actually turned out to be—I hate

to say this—fun!”

Students also enjoyed marshalling the evidence that would bolster their

trial cases. At the same time, the fun of the contest was driving home the

substance of actual historical issues. “It’s really hard to argue a case

But her

curiosity blossomed with the excitement of science that did.

competition
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without knowing every nook and cranny about what’s going on,” 

  “And once you make all these arguments, it kind of sticks in

your head a lot better.”

That active engagement in defending a perspective also increased their

ability and confidence in  . “It’s a really, really cool experience,”

said Sarah. “It’s not like just sitting down and taking the basic [history]

lessons, you know, or taking notes. We get a chance to bring our own

opinions forward. You gotta know the material really well. But I think

what’s fun about it is that you get to interact with the knowledge. You can

interpret it the way the way you want to, and you can use it to your

advantage, you know? Like,   than the other

side?”

Like the mock trial, the Student Blast in Carrie Pierce’s math classroom

also has a competitive edge. In Chapter 1, we saw how Ms. Pierce used

the stressful Blast to help students “feel OK” during the high-stakes tests

to come. But the Student Blast is also simply fun—a high-tension game

among friends, in which all are aiming to beat the clock—and it fuels the

kind of energy that stimulates learning. Ms. Pierce keeps the focus

supportive and personal, encouraging her English language learners to

come up with new strategies in their own words.

said

Esteban.

reasoning

which side is more prepared
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A student named Sumiyah, for example, found it exciting to stand at the

board and work out a problem quickly in front of classmates. “It wasn’t

just basically you just turn it in and you’re done with it,”   “You

have to explain how you got the answer, explain your thinking. Prove to

the teacher that you’re learning, that you know what you’re doing and

you know what she’s talking about.”

With the right supports, said Ms. Pierce, the Student Blast occasionally

infuses her whole classroom with the energized absorption that

characterizes the state of “ .”

“When everybody’s in the state of total focus and stress and competition

and high energy and accountability, it’s a rare thing,”   “It doesn’t

happen very often. But I know that it works when a student says, ‘Wow! I

can't believe this is the end of the period. Where did all the time go?’ And

I know that fun has overcome fear.”

Learning science offers other insights into what goes on during a

successful Blast, Andrea Chiba commented. To get students through their

uncertainty in the situation, neurochemicals in their brains are working to

spread out the tension—with the side effect that they become

“suboptimal at very focused tasks,” she explained.

she said.

flow

she said.
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“But there’s another trick,”    At the same time, the subcortical

structures involved in automated learning and habitual learning are

amped up under those conditions, so that they can act quickly and

automatically. “What you did,” she told Ms. Pierce, “was go ahead and

automate a lot of the things that they would need when they’re stressed

out, so they would maintain some degree of certainty, and they could still

function.”

Play lights up the mind

When we hear delight in the voices of kids talking about school, we can

usually locate real learning in what they’re describing. Adriana found

role-playing an ancient Egyptian character "funny," she said. “And most

of the time when things are funny they stay in your brain." Her classmate

Yannick agreed: “It’s fun,” he said. “If you read the book, sometimes you

don’t understand. But in acting it out, you sort of get it.”

Ryan Gallagher’s eighth graders also took evident pleasure in their work

on hydroponic gardens. Rylee laughed as she told of “seeing the plants

growing in our little sponge bath.” Realizing that her lettuce depended

on her, she added, “made you wanna put it in that hydroponic station

and keep on regrowing more plants.” Her classmate Logan agreed. The

garden, he said, “was like having your own pet, in a way.”

she said.
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Play actually sets the stage for generating  , recent scientific

research on creativity tells us. When we feel positive and relaxed, our

neural systems process information differently. Rather than follow a

gradual, straightforward path toward solving a problem, we often come

up with a creative solution or an “aha!” moment.  In a delicate balancing

act, the focused, attentive part of the brain welcomes in the relaxed and

wandering part, and new and unusual ideas can spring to mind.

A culture of curiosity

In an inspired move of his own, Mr. Gallagher created ideal conditions to

generate creative curiosity, by making transparent from the start his own

lack of expertise on the topic at hand.

“To me, there is this game [teachers play] that especially middle school

kids can see,”   “They know you know the answer and you’re just

trying to guide them to that answer. And they’re like, ‘All right. I’ll play

this game.’ But when they genuinely look in your eyes and you have this

fear of ‘I don’t know’ . . . they love it and they remember it.”

The results, this meant, would be a genuine surprise to all. Such

uncertain outcomes made the work feel more like children’s play (or

“messing around”) than like an onerous schoolroom task. And when Mr.

insight

he said.
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Gallagher brings in experts for the class to interview, he said, “They see

my excitement in discovering these new things.”

“It isn’t the teacher’s project,” his student Rylee later reflected. “You’re the

one who has to figure it out and make it work.” In contrast, when

teachers tell students everything from the start, “you already know what’s

gonna happen, so it’s kind of like stupid to do,” she said. “If it’s gonna

work out perfectly and they give you all the steps, then what’s the point?”

Thinking back on our  ,  we can hear in Rylee’s

words that she values this project more because its outcome isn’t

predetermined. Although a student might feel some uncertainty about

what to do next, that state can also heighten the learning process, as Dr.

Chiba earlier noted. As students listened to outside practitioners describe

the various methods of hydroponics, for example, students came up with

their own questions. And Mr. Gallagher’s confidence that his students

would find both questions and answers—along with his scaffolding of

their research and creative process—clearly contributed to Rylee’s

expectation of success.

Each of the teachers we have met in this book created that exploratory

mindset, often simply by listening closely to the questions students

themselves came up with. But not only can teachers investigate what make

students curious, they can also orchestrate it. By setting up activities

Motivation Equation
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and  , in a context where students

have leeway to explore and play out their ideas, they can lend enormous

support as students develop stronger reasoning skills.

Dave Weber, for example, does not start off his math course by

introducing eleventh graders to formulas. Instead, “we just ask a very

simple question,’”    “How high is Mt. Everest? How do

you know? How far apart are the stars? How do you know? How do you

measure that?”

Driven by their own curiosity, his students derived the formulas from

scratch—by analyzing the world around them, from their bicycle frames

on up. To calculate the height of their own school building, they made

small clinometers with cardboard and string and took them outside to

measure the angles by eye. “Since everybody in the class did it, everyone

had similar answers,”   “They only varied based

on how tall we were.”

These were not math whiz kids, but rather ordinary students whose

teacher supports a culture that honors every question. If someone gets a

result that seems out of the realm of reasonable possibility, Mr. Weber

expects eyebrows to go up. And because the work of this class explicitly

has peers helping each other make sense of mathematical puzzles, raising

“how” and “why” questions is common practice among them.

scenarios that create genuine perplexity

Mr. Weber said.

his student Bless recalled.
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“Where you grow in math is understanding what went wrong,” 

 describing his own confusion in an early problem involving matrices.

“For the x, y, and z, I got something outrageous like 20, 35, and, I think,

112. When I asked my table, ‘Well, does this sound reasonable?’ And it

didn’t sound reasonable to me, my partners, everyone else—they got

something simple like 3, 4, and 0. Then, why was my answer so

outrageous?”

What stays with us

With Ms. Pierce’s students as well, the Student Blast wasn’t just about

getting “the answer.”   “It's about how you got there.

I always thought, ‘Oh, I have the answer? That's it! I don't need to do

anything else.’ But now I know that I need to back up my answer with my

reasons. I think that will stick in my mind for as long as I live.”

In their humanities courses, both Mr. Fehrenbacher and Ms. Ensberg

used role-playing to create fertile conditions for curiosity to emerge. What

might have been a series of tedious history lessons sprang into action as

students explored and defended different perspectives, came to

understand important differences among their views, and began to

surface key dilemmas. The actors grew eager to find out more about the

people whose roles they took on, and often identified with their motives

or actions.

Kevin

said,

As Deante explained,
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“You get very connected to that material, because that is the stuff that

you need to know” for the mock trial,   who played the lawyer

defending Miles Standish. “I could not be persuaded by or swayed by any

other information. It tends to stay with you.”

SUMMARY & REFLECTION

What makes a task fun, playful, or surprising?

▶   New and novel situations

▶   Competition

▶   Games of imagination

▶   Role-playing

▶   Puzzles

▶   Uncertainty

▶   Unexpected outcomes

Ask yourself

said Rachel,
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▶  When has a playful or exciting situation helped draw you in, spark

your curiosity, and keep you learning? 
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4. Get Us to Stretch

In Which Students See in Different Ways and Reach
Beyond Their Grasp

The ideal challenge, as Ned Cephalus defines it, is “hard, but doable.”

Like the rest of us, young people don’t feel motivated to do something

unless they expect that (with a reasonable amount of effort) they can pull

it off. And if a task is too easy, they don’t care about it at all.
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That’s the secret behind all those addictive little computer games, which

adapt each step based on how previous efforts have gone. The player

always has a 90 percent chance of success—and comes tantalizingly close

in the remaining 10 percent. Learning scientists call that growing edge

“ .” And youth also describe the stretch,the zone of proximal development
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struggle, and satisfaction of what Kenneth, at 16, called “

.”

But given students who differ so widely, how can a teacher provide

challenges at the right stretch for each? How can we help all of them keep

their balance as they reach for something just beyond their skill level? Just

as important, how can we nudge them to push their ideas further, by

considering perspectives different from their own?

These teachers differentiated their instruction by breaking larger

challenges into separate, smaller tasks. Just like the game designers with

their “90-10” principle, they asked learners to tackle what’s just within

their range. Students felt a high likelihood of success, and as their brains

got  a    from each small triumph, both factors of

the    came together and kept them wanting to

continue.

In Chapter 3, we saw how fun, surprise, or play can etch an experience

into memory. But in the lessons we have been looking at, we also

recognized the ways in which social learning got kids to stretch beyond

what they could do. In the company of peers—whether they were role-

playing, competing, or puzzling their way to solutions—these students

reached a higher level of thinking than they might have achieved alone.

the perfect

challenge

pleasurable jolt

Motivation Equation
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As they tried on unfamiliar stances, they discovered new territory in the

world of ideas.

Most important, these teachers explicitly conveyed to students that they

were getting smarter with every new task that stretched them. Even a

basic introduction to how brains change and grow if exercised, they

found, resulted in a noticeable “growth mindset” in their classes. Rather

than seeing struggle as a failure, their students began to 

—thinking of “stretch” as an opportunity to develop both

academic and personal strengths.

Step by step, with support

As they stepped up to the whiteboard for their Student Blast, Carrie

Pierce’s English language learners were learning to regard a math

problem that seemed like an impossible challenge as, instead, a puzzle

they knew they could solve. The trick, they found, was to take it step by

step.

“Sometimes you won't recognize a certain problem, like when they put

information in a certain way that confuses you,”   “That's

the hard part, finding out what they want from you instead of doing some

other work that has nothing to do with that problem.”

take pride in

their efforts

explained Iftan.
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In his trigonometry class, Dave Weber aims to excite students’

mathematical curiosity—by posing perplexing questions prompted by the

world around them. However long it may take, he says, he will “inch

them along” through the inquiry process until they attain success—

.

For example, a group of four kids may take apart the frames of a bicycle,

with the charge to graph the motion of the wheel going around. “It's a

really hard thing to do,” the teacher says. “I don't tell them how to

measure or when to measure. It takes more savvy, more knowledge, more

creativity than what just two people can come up with, so I have them do

it in a foursome.”

Above all,   he tries to instill perseverance in his students.

With enough patience and practice, he believes, they will transfer their

growing confidence to other new situations, in the exam room or in the

larger world. In his mind, he pictures them saying: “I’m not really sure

what to do. Hey, I’ve had the experience of working through things that

were unknown before, and I came up with a result that seemed to work.”

In his combustion unit, John McKinney also broke down a larger

challenge into more manageable parts. As their first step, he asked

students to practice using a lighter, a task that met with gleeful excitement

and, for many, required more than a bit of supervised practice. Later,

without him telling them how

Mr. Weber says,
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they went on to light a Post-It note and analyze its flame. As they

progressed from one small success to the next, they grew steadily more

interested in what would come next.

Approaching an unfamiliar task from a familiar angle has the same step-

by-step effect. The student who loves to draw, for example, may not have

an interest in the chemistry and physics of fire. By sketching its colors in

her lab report, she enters her inquiry from a point where she already feels

secure and engaged. The chemistry begins to make more sense, and the

art gives her a way to hold it in her memory. From that steadier base she

can take additional steps toward understanding combustion, even without

the artist’s lens.

Although the hydroponics project was a lot for kids to take on, Ryan

Gallagher also organized its tasks in such a way that everyone was

stretching just a bit beyond their capacity at the time. Working in teams

with their hands as well as their minds, his students expanded their

abilities, asking new questions at every step.

 Daniel, never a wood-shop type, felt alarm when he realized just how to

construct his hydroponic station. “We thought, ‘Oh. You fill a tub up with

water and put the plants in,’ but not only that, we had to cut holes,” he

said. His team somehow managed it together,  he said with
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 “And now I can actually use a jigsaw. So I think it helped me

a lot.”

“Growing up as a kid, you know, you need to find your own boundaries

and find what you are able to do yourself,”   the student who

made a video about what he learned. “You can kinda test yourself—like,

you know, are you even able to do this? And you wanna be able to and

you really push yourself to do it, to be able to finish it and to be able to

make it work well. . . . Even if it’s focused on hydroponics, it can give you

experience in, like, the most general of fields.

Opening doors to new perspectives

When Tom Fehrenbacher’s students took on the roles of historical

characters in their mock trials, their prior views on an issue often

conflicted with those of the persons they represented. The mock trial

process forced them to walk all around the subject, testing competing

perspectives against a larger body of information and opinion. It

stretched them: first by forcing them to see things from other people’s

perspectives, then by asking them to articulate and defend those

perspectives, and finally to reevaluate their own points of view.

“Not only do you need to know how to ask your own witnesses to get the

best information out of them,”    describing the attorney’s

satisfaction.

said Jackson,

said Michael,
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role. “You also need to know what the opposing side’s witnesses are likely

to say, so that you can counteract it.”

“Miles Standish did not do some very pleasant things to the Native

Americans,” noted Rachel, who had to defend the Plymouth Colony

officer for his role in a brutal massacre. “Most of us are taught that, you

know, America was created out of a hope for independence. And it wasn’t

exactly that picture perfect.” The trial changed her view not just of

Standish,    but of “other people going in, colonizing other

countries, that past history that not all of us are taught.”

Her classmate Esteban took part in the mock trial of Eugene Debs, the

socialist labor leader who denounced U.S. participation in World War I.

The process taught him “a lot more about the working class and how it

gets involved with unions,” he said. And by requiring its participants to

articulate and evaluate competing viewpoints, the trial made him “go

over all the facts that were said, and kinda take everything into

account,”   “You see the whole picture once again.”

As we saw in Kerry Ensberg’s sixth-grade unit on ancient cultures, such

role-playing is not just for fun. It makes students curious and lends depth

and breadth to their understanding. As the children acted out the parts of

temple builder or scribe, they began to imagine ancient cultures from

different perspectives and relate their roles to how things are today. “We

Rachel said,

he reflected later.
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actually got to experience it first hand, how people used to work,” said

Ruby later. “It made learning a lot easier.”

Creating props to illustrate key vocabulary and researching background

information also helped these students absorb the contextual information

surrounding their roles. Maurice, who took the part of the Egyptian god

Osiris, did research on the Nile River. “Before the role-play I could barely

understand it,” he said. “But when I was playing it, I understand much

better.”

Especially in the adolescent years, students thirst for opportunities to

explore how others view the world. The internet can connect them with

boundless examples, but so can their immediate environment, if they

have a rich question to investigate.  Maranda, an eleventh-grader from

New York City, mused about living in “one of the most diverse places in

the world.” Encounters with “people of different religions and ethnic

backgrounds, who have different morals and different standpoints and

views on different things,” she said, had fundamentally stretched the way

she thought about things. “It’s not about agreeing or disagreeing with it,”

she concluded. “It’s about being able to talk about it.”

Looking at problems differently
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Not just humanities teachers but also math and science teachers can

coach their students to explore ideas from different angles, strengthening

critical thinking skills as they do so.

In the Student Blast, for example, Carrie Pierce frequently had students

clarify a test question by looking at it visually. “She got us rulers and

whenever you’d forget, you’d always look at the ruler, and you’d look at

the two angles, and they were always congruent,” 

Sometimes, said Osmond, Ms. Pierce also had him work backward from

the correct answer in the back of the math book, figuring out his own

way to arrive at it. “You have to go all the way back to the beginning and

do the whole problem again,” he said. “That always worked for me.”

In their scientific investigation of combustion, John McKinney’s students

saw many different kinds of materials catch on fire—giving them different

vantage points from which to observe, ask questions, hypothesize, and

analyze the phenomena. “He’s kind of showing them that they can’t

always rely on their senses,” noted Alex, a student who observed the class

in Dr. Chiba’s cognitive science course on human motivation. “It’s not

the liquid that gets on fire, it’s the gas. You can’t perceive that with your

senses. You need science to do that.”

said Sumiyah.
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Ryan Gallagher’s eighth graders worked out all kinds of decisions

together as they engineered their hydroponic gardens. “Someone could

have a really great idea in one group about how to build it, and then the

other could have the totally opposite idea, but the content is the

same,”   “They give you a guideline on the formulas and the

content, and then how you build it and how you choose to show it is

totally up to you.” As they decided how to communicate effectively about

their projects, they were also exploring the benefits and drawbacks of

different media formats.

Drawing ideas from the work of others

These students often worked outside their classroom, watching how

others solved the problems that came up. Sometimes they consulted with

peers who had different approaches, and sometimes with outside experts

who had years of experience. Beginners had the chance to interact with

and learn from those at a more advanced level.

Near the start of his unit, for example, Mr. Gallagher arranged for his

students to visit a local foundation that brings hydroponics to African

farmers. Experts on the subject also visited his classroom, and students

took a trip to a store that sold hydroponic systems to examine how they

worked. “If you see the picture in your head, it makes you wanna do

said Daniel.
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that,” said Rylee. “It makes me believe in myself to, I don’t know, learn

how to do it correctly.”

To motivate and inspire his students, Mr. Gallagher also shared examples

of work by peers who had tried something interesting and different. It

built their confidence, he said, to see “kids that are finding a different

kind of success.”

SUMMARY & REFLECTION

What helps us see in different ways and reach
beyond our grasp?

▶   Breaking projects down into manageable steps

▶   Pooling ideas with peers

▶   Imagining what it would be like to walk in someone else’s shoes

▶   Working backward or analyzing a problem from different vantage

points

▶   Consulting experts

Ask yourself
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▶  How have you learned from your peers, your students, or those

outside your school?
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5. Act Like a Coach

In Which Teachers Guide Practice and Reinforce New
Skills

No one achieves mastery without practice, but effective practice is both

an art and a science. “I do much better,” Ned Cephalus says, “if I have

someone around who will help me make sure I’m getting it right.” Sure

enough, as Ned floundered through his Spanish vocabulary, his teacher

arrived with encouragement, support, and feedback. It’s just the right

mix, students tell us, when they face a learning challenge.
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Knowing what, when, and how to practice does make a big difference in

“getting it right,” learning science also makes clear.  When teachers do

that well, they act a lot like good coaches. Based on what a particular

learner is aiming for, they provide specific information about what’s

working and what isn’t. And, rather than scoring or grading the learner’s

progress, they offer pointers that can guide their practice and move them

ahead.
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In music and sports we routinely see this happen. “A coach, he knows

what limits to push you to, and he knows what limits you gotta work hard

to,”  , describing how his music teacher helped him try for

high notes he thought he couldn’t reach. Combined with encouragement

and support, that feedback helped this student 

  Rather than a “performance orientation” that kept him

where he could reliably do well, Rashaun developed a “learning

orientation” that expanded his horizons.

What makes feedback work

In academic subjects, the teacher’s “feedback routines” often look quite

different from the coach’s, for many reasons. Rather than tailoring

practice instructions to the individual’s needs, we tend to give the same

homework to all students. So much time might elapse before we can

comment on student work that our words no longer matter to the kids.

We may use nonspecific words of praise (“good!”) or criticism (“thesis

statement was weak”), and letter or number grades that do not signal

how to improve. We often end up giving a final test, recording the results,

and moving everybody along to the next unit no matter how they

performed.

said Rashaun

believe that his  effort

would pay off.
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Crowded classrooms, insufficient professional time, and relentless

pressure to increase test scores often push teachers into such routines. Yet

all the while, they worry that students seem unmotivated to try harder or

push their thinking farther. And looking closely at the feedback process

can show us ways to change that.

For example, students often don’t know what to make of teacher

comments on their work. What does “good” mean, exactly, so they can

build on it next time? What exactly about that thesis statement made it

“weak” and what might strengthen it? Without such specific feedback,

they conclude that the desired outcome—like Rashaun’s high notes—lies

beyond their range.

Deciding together with students on criteria for high-quality work is a

powerful place to start. Just as athletic teams analyze videotapes of the

games of others to get a clear picture of what to strive for and avoid, an

academic class can examine work by others and agree on what makes it

excellent.

Using those clear and consistent criteria, students now have 

  their own work as well as that of peers. They can get feedback

quickly, as a routine part of class. Even if discrepancies emerge among the

commentaries, those can prompt the group to develop more

understanding of their criteria for excellence.

a way to

critique
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Such practices combine with other low-stakes assessments (such as self-

corrected, ungraded pop quizzes or practice tests) to give students a rich

and continual flow of information on how they are doing. They have time

to adapt their work and then reassess it, before high stakes kick in. They

feel coached, rather than judged, which gives them the confidence to go

further and try harder. Ongoing feedback like this draws learners directly

into what learning scientists call  —the kind of

practice that brings musicians, athletes, surgeons, and all manner of other

practitioners to their peak performance levels.

The timing of practice matters

In the Student Blast, Carrie Pierce’s students regularly tackled practice

questions for a math test that would decide their future. Most already had

three strikes against them: They didn’t speak much English, they didn’t

know much math, and they dreaded the test experience itself. By its very

structure, the Blast gave them guided practice on all three fronts:

deciphering test language, eliminating wrong answers, and performing

under pressure.

Ms. Pierce explicitly designed the Blast as an intermittent, unscheduled

ritual, so as to space out the intervals at which students had to retrieve

and use their mathematical language and problem-solving skills. With

every new occasion on which we call up new learning, our

“deliberate practice”SHARE
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brains    through a complex contextual web of

associations, experiences, and actions. Over time, what we’ve learned

comes back to us easily, made automatic through practice.

The setting also gave them practice in self-regulation under stress: while

one student was working out a problem, the others knew their turn might

come at any moment. But as they took risks, Ms. Pierce set a tone of

safety in the room, questioning the Blasted student in an interested and

nonjudgmental voice, with thanks as each sat down.

Students said they also felt supported by this teacher’s day-to-day

coaching of their individual progress, and the time she made for all to

find their way to understanding. “She asked us questions individually to

see if each person understands it,”   “We’re not

gonna continue until everybody learns it. That really helped me out, to

know that I understood it—like, to know for sure. We went over it

multiple times, over and over again.”

Use tests to reinforce learning

Every Friday Ms. Pierce gave a timed  , making sure to

debrief students’ answers soon afterward. “She showed us multiple ways

to solve the problem,” said Yusef, who felt reassured by the process. “If

reinforce that knowledge

Yusef, a tenth grader, said.

practice test
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you get stuck, ways to get out of it. Like, ways to not get stuck in the first

place.”

“They go over the test and we see everything that we got

wrong,”  , a student from Boston whose teachers used

a similar approach. “And he doesn’t give us the correct answers. We have

to do it ourselves, what we did wrong, and he has examples and like stuff

that will help us. . . . I think that actually helps me, because I get to see

what I did wrong by myself. Which I can improve, like later on, but when

the teacher just says ‘This is wrong,’ or ‘This is how you do it,’ I don’t

think that’s gonna help us.

Mr. Weber, too, builds into his math class 

 small ways for students to “show what they know” via exit

tickets, quizzes, small-group projects culminating in products that take

various forms (video, poster, slideshow, report), and unit tests that include

both free-response and short-answer questions. He puts the emphasis not

on grades but on making sure all students understand.

If they cannot show that to Mr. Weber’s satisfaction, students

commented, he will guide their practice until their skills grow stronger.

“You’re never really confused and just blindly staring at the board,” 

 “He’ll lecture for a little bit and then he’ll let you work it out. . . .

And then when you go back, he can finish teaching the rest. He gives a

explained Wedjeena

frequent and timely

reinforcement:

said

Martha.
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lot of class time for homework, too, so if you have any questions, he’s

there. You can ask.”

The feedback loop

As students get the time and supports they need, their    also

grows. During the earlier stages of the hydroponics project, Ryan

Gallagher had individual conferences with his eighth graders to give

them feedback on their research notes. For Paris, the questions he raised

helped her navigate a subject about which she initially knew very little.

“You had to know how much of the nutrients to put in the water, which

was kind of confusing, and just how it would all work,”    “But

then afterward it made sense. It took a while to figure that out for me.”

These students also had the chance to seek feedback from experts in the

field. At one point, Daniel and his group called a professional to

troubleshoot their garden project. “I wrote down a lot of the info that he

told us, and he was really helpful,”    “It helped us like say, ‘Oh!

That’s what we were doing wrong. Now we have to fix this and this.’”

In addition, Mr. Gallagher coached his students to critique their own

work and that of their peers. Student teams checked out how their plants

were doing each day, reinforcing their understanding of the science of

plant growth. Whether the plants were thriving or wilting in their aquatic

confidence

she said.

he said.
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beds, kids learned to translate their observations into feedback that could

result in specific action.

Two boys named Logan and Anderson started by placing a plastic fish

tank in their structure. That ended in disaster when it flooded the

classroom, they said, so they turned the project into a flood table. “We

knew a guy who could get us tilapia for free, so we put tilapia in there,

and from then on, it was aquaponics,” said Anderson. “We became so

wrapped up in it. It just kept on getting bigger and bigger and every day

we were adding new components or a new filter.” By the project’s end,

the team had three fish and “some pretty good plants growing,” he

concluded. “We learned exactly what we needed to do to take it to the

next level from the failure. So we definitely learned from our mistakes.”

Carrying out their daily routines—hanging the lights, hooking up the

pump, changing the filter, and mixing the nutrients—gave these students

a growing sense of competence and agency. “It’s almost like you have to

be perfect,”    “The plant, the nutrients, everything has to be

perfect for the plants to grow. I think that’s why a lot of groups, theirs

didn’t work.”  And each time they readjusted their garden projects for

better results, students got more practice in the skills and knowledge that

hydroponics required. “We had so many times where we had to do the

task, like hooking up the pump or changing the filter,” 

said Rylee.

said
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  “Like rehanging the lights, we did it so many times that it

kinda, it just became second nature for us.”

“You get something new and you have to learn it,”    “But

once you learn it, it’s something that you already know. . . . So, the more

you learn, the more you’ll know . . . [from] how to fill a tank with water

to, like, the most complicated math, involving how to figure out

mixtures.”

The teachers we have met in this book are not simply acting as coaches

with respect to the material itself, we see. Rather, they are instilling the

habits of guided practice and timely reinforcement in students

themselves, creating a feedback loop that is both collaborative and self-

reliant.

“Sometimes I just go back, I look at my notes,”   one of Dave

Weber’s trigonometry students. “And if something doesn’t make sense, I

just reread what I wrote and I look back at the examples Dr. Weber did.

And sometimes I just start figuring it out myself and I write down the key

points . . . and once I figure that out, like I get the right answer. And it

just makes me feel good about myself, ’cause I did it myself and I didn’t

need assistance.”

Positive, helpful, specific

Anderson.

said Logan.

said Sergio,
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Mock trials contain a major element of performance, and not all students

in Mr. Fehrenbacher’s humanities class found that easy. To give them

some practice, he started the year “very gently,” with a “mock” mock trial

that serves as a dry run. “You stop it throughout its whole course,” he

said. “You say, ‘This is a good example.’ You give a lot of praise and

encouragement. So it’s a very slow start, and then it can feed on itself.

You’re establishing a routine. After it gets going, that routine will run

itself.”

The teacher assigns roles for each trial, reserving judge and jury foreman

for himself in order to supervise the process. He tries to match students

with parts that suit them, but Rachel, cast as a lawyer, found the role

“very scary” at first. “I’m not that person who goes up and argues with

people, I’d never done something like this before,”    “And you

have Mr. Fehrenbacher telling you, ‘Now, don’t be nice. You have to be

aggressive. Be assertive! Be mean!’”

Much of Mr. Fehrenbacher’s coaching focuses on teaching students

themselves to give “ ,” he said.

“There’s a lot of discussion among the peer group as a whole that this is a

warm environment.” Despite the argumentative nature of the trial

format, he emphasized, “You don’t slam the person, you look at the

idea.”

she said.

kind,  specific, and  helpful feedback
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Sorting out what you know

In the week before each trial, Mr. Fehrenbacher gathers the trial team

daily around a large seminar table for an intensive coaching session.

“You’re asking them what the opening statements are going to be from

the lawyers,”    “You’re going to ask for what the witnesses have

found out, what they’re going to testify to, what voir dire questions they’re

going to be asking, what closing arguments they’re going to make.”

After the trial has played its course, the jury deliberates while the rest of

the class watches from behind a metaphorical “glass wall.” This, too,

helps reinforce new knowledge, as students struggle to make sense of

evidence and arguments that come from very different perspectives.

Katie, who played a juror in the trial of the U.S. decision to bomb

Hiroshima during World War II, described how her grasp of history

improved as the jury deliberated.

“We get to talk to each other about what we know and what we have

questions about,”   “We clarify any questions that we have about

history. I wasn’t really sure about the timeline of events and how Japan

interpreted the events that were going on, and how the U.S. interpreted

events as well. I always got the alliances confused. But it was really, really

helpful, this trial, to clarify what exactly the U.S.’s standpoint was . . . and

the same with Japan.”

he said.

she said.
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Using the senses as reinforcement

Good teacher-coaches often call on one particular method to reinforce

their student’s acquisition of new material: linking new information

with    that help the brain summon memories more easily

later. Mixing humor with drama, Mr. McKinney carried a smoking bit of

bituminous coal around as a circle of mesmerized middle-schoolers held

their noses and grimaced. “Doesn’t that smell good? You’ll smell like that

for the rest of the day!”  , as the scientific facts of combustion

burned their way into the students’ neural pathways.

Kerry Ensberg used visual, aural, and dramatic cues to reinforce

information about ancient times in her sixth graders’ minds. “The words

that you gave us, the signs to hold up,” said a girl named Abby, came

back to mind later when she wrote the script for her part. For many

children, the role-play experience brought their research to life. “I

understand it more because we get our own role to play, and make

posters for the vocabulary,” said Jimena. Arianna agreed: “Acting and

using props was the best part of all.”

Samantha found that rehearsing in a group, with physical cues, made it

easier to remember her part. “I’ll remember how I said my lines, and

how I held up the word, and everybody copied me,” she said. Other

sensory cues

he joked
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children, too, noted that such interactions helped them actively visualize

the historical material. “We actually talk about it more,” said Jimena.

Ms. Ensberg found that arranging the classroom space to represent

ancient geography gave her students a physical context that helped them

recall the information readily when they needed it. As we saw in Chapter

3, she often sat down with students, one by one or in small groups, to

check their understanding.

“I say to them, and I point: ‘When they were in Judah, what were they

doing? What was Sheldon Zedekia doing?’ And they go, ‘Oh!’ and they

can tell me,” she said. “And I say, ‘Okay, so what was happening when

they were in captivity over there? What was Jeremiah Jonathan doing?’

And they can tell me.”

Such conversations with students, Ms. Ensberg said, serve as both

reinforcement and informal assessment. “With enough of those

experiences, talking to me and talking with each other,”   “then

they’ll be able to do it more independently.”

SUMMARY & REFLECTION

How do you guide someone’s practice and reinforce
new knowledge and skills?

she noted,
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▶  Frequent, low-stakes quizzes

▶  Sensory associations with new knowledge and skills

▶  Sorting through and making sense of ill-structured material

▶  Action tasks with tangible results, linked to specific goals

▶  Timely, user-friendly feedback, including suggestions for next steps

Ask yourself

▶  What do you need to do to make sure you internalize new knowledge

and skills?
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6. Ask Us to Use It

In Which Students Explain, Teach, Present, and Perform
What They Learn

Medical colleges have a rule of thumb for training future doctors:   “See

one, do one, teach one.” And although we know that physicians don’t

actually take that process literally, the aphorism does reflect a long

tradition of apprenticeship in many fields. Experience shows that we

learn best when we first see something done to a high standard, then

practice it until we’ve got it down. Yet—as every teacher finds out pretty

quickly—even when we  know something cold, it's a different matter  to

teach it to someone else.
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Young people gain a lot when we shape classroom practice along these

lines. When they can see and analyze an inspiring exemplar—excellent

work by prior students, a product from the workplace, a presentation by

an actual expert—they get a good sense of what beautiful work can look

like.  With the support of a coach, as we saw in the previous chapter,
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students then acquire the skills and information they need to do such

work themselves.

Still, it’s easy to forget that final step: they need to use what they know, by

informing and enlightening others. Whether that takes the form of

presenting, performing, or teaching, it provides a powerful 

 in which they consolidate and clarify their own understanding.

Kids often do just this kind of thing informally outside school, in their

chosen activities with friends. Garlyn, for example, described with pride

just how a group of other girls taught her the craft of decorative

beadwork. “It was very hard for me at first,”  but as others

helped her, “I was like, ‘Oohhh.’”

At school, too, we witness such investment and effort as students rehearse

with each other for a play, or practice moves before a team event.

Watching older students partner with younger ones as reading buddies or

classmates work in pairs to clarify a concept, we can recognize that the

minds of both parties are developing in important ways. “A student just

knows how to put it into words,”   about working out such

things with his friends. “Because they’re a student, too.”

Teachers find it most gratifying of all when students spontaneously share

what they’ve learned in school with people in their outside lives. At 15,

social

context

she said, 

Kenneth said
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for example, Kyle liked to bring friends and family up to date on what he

learned about nutrition in his health class. “It’s not just information that

I’m writing down to show my teacher,”   “It’s information that I

take on with my life.”

Teaching others what you know

The teachers we have studied here regularly planned opportunities for

their students to share their knowledge and skills with others. John

McKinney, for instance, made “teaching what you know” an explicit part

of the final assessment for his unit on combustion. His eighth graders

demonstrated and explained the “smoking wick trick” for seventh-grade

schoolmates; then they took the trick home and taught their parents why

it worked.

Quizzed by their teacher in writing five months later, all the students in

Mr. McKinney’s class recalled in exceptionally accurate terms the details

of the science they had mastered in that unit.   At least part of that

understanding probably stayed with them, science tells us, because their

focus and attention reached a peak as they prepared to teach the material

to others.

Not only did the occasion carry an emotional charge (“I wanted to show

off for my friends, about the knowledge I had of fire,” one student

he said.
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remembered) but it also required them to organize and explain

information to questioning outsiders. “I could catch my own mistakes if I

was teaching to a crowd, because something that looks right on paper

might not be correct when explaining,” a student reflected later. Another

noted that having to teach it to others “gave me the opportunity to

rethink everything I was taught.”

Students can also teach others in routine classroom activities such as

going over homework problems together. Though his teacher stands by

for extra help in that situation,    “the people who did get it

can teach us who didn’t.”

In Carrie Pierce’s math class, the Student Blast also requires students to

pass on knowledge and understanding to each other.  “It wasn’t just the

teacher that was standing in the front of the room just teaching us, you

know?”   describing how Ms. Pierce calls classmates up to

replace each other at the board as they continue working out a problem.

“We were all teaching each other as well.”

On their own initiative, quite a few of Ms. Pierce’s students adopted the

Blast as a study technique outside of class. “We would try to, like, Student

Blast ourselves,” said Aisha, “how she Student Blasts us, asking us

questions. We would do that to each other. And then, the things we don’t

know, we would try to get better at.” Perhaps without realizing it,

said Wilson,

Sumiyah said,
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students who did this were practicing two of the most effective techniques

that help retrieve material from memory: “distributed practice” (or

spreading out study over time) and practice testing (quizzing oneself on

material before the test).

Performing, presenting, explaining

The mock trials in Tom Fehrenbacher’s humanities classroom also create

a context in which students explain information that their classmates

need to know. Whether acting as attorney, witness, or juror, each student

in the trial takes on the responsibility to teach their peers what they have

been learning about the historical case in question.

Katie, who sat on the jury in the mock trial of Eugene Debs, said that she

depended completely on her peers in the trial group to educate her about

the historical background of the case. “So that just reinforces that the trial

group has to do their research. The dialogue between lawyer and witness

“has to be really, really understandable, or else the jury gets completely

lost,”   “So really, it’s kind of like a win-win type of thing . . .

that’s how we learn this history all together.”

Playing the part of a lawyer is also “a great way to tell different parts of

history in an interesting way,”    “If you’re reading

them in a textbook, it probably goes in one ear and out the other. But if

she noted.

Rachel commented.
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you get to see people arguing over something that was such a big case . . .

whether it was 200 or 50 years ago, it just makes it so much more exciting

and so much more interactive. And they remember it more.”

Students performing their parts in the trial must stand ready to defend

their assertions and contend with the views of others. In the preparation

stages, Mr. Fehrenbacher allows opposing sides to cross-examine each

other’s witnesses. “It’s not realistic,” he conceded, “but it’s necessary if

they’re going to learn the history in more depth.”  

In Chapter 3, we saw how the sheer fun of playing-acting characters from

ancient cultures helped Kerry Ensberg’s sixth graders consolidate what

might have otherwise been fleeting knowledge. As preparation, they spent

days preparing explanatory props to inform their peers about the

particular roles they took on.   “I liked learning about the different jobs

that people specialized in,” said Carmen. “I’ll remember about trading,

and about priests, because I talked a lot about that.” Her classmate

Kyara reflected, “I like the role-play because we get to share our

information.”

Such presentations can easily reach  , as

we saw earlier when John McKinney’s students taught others their

“smoking wick trick.” In the long tradition of project-based learning,

Ryan Gallagher’s eighth graders concluded their hydroponic gardens unit

audiences beyond the classroom
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with a public exhibition of their work. They took pride in explaining the

science that underlay their process to parents, outside experts, and other

outsiders.

“Visitors that come here, they see a lot of our projects and go, ‘Oh, wow!

Like how’d you do that?’”    “And that’s good. You always

wanna show that you can do beautiful work, but it’s also a self-fulfillment.

. . . They’ll be, like, ‘You did a really great job. I’m really proud of you.’

And that’s just good in itself.”

Learning in the group

As these teachers set up social contexts for the learning challenges they

posed, they prepared the ground for two important things to happen.

First, beginners could interact with and learn from students who knew

and could do things at a more advanced level. Then, as they advanced

past the novice stage, they would turn to the new task of explaining and

teaching those concepts, knowledge, and skills to others. 

That second process—communicating a concept clearly so someone else

will understand it—accesses a different part of the brain, our UCSD

scientists noted. “You’re not just receiving information; you’re also

processing it by verbalizing it,” said Ben Lacar, a postdoctoral fellow. 

“You’re doing both—so that’s strengthening your learning.”  In

said Daniel.
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fact,   that novices often are better than experts at explaining

things to each other.

To organize such social learning demands a lot from teachers, however,

as they decide how to constitute small groups, design tasks so that

everyone contributes, and assess both individual learning and the group’s

results.

Mr. Fehrenbacher structures his mock trial process, as we saw, so that

student “witnesses” and “lawyers” work out their strategies together. That

partnership structure, students said, supports their learning from each

other and encourages them to help each other through difficulties. “It’s a

team effort,” said Sarah, who was in the midst of a trial about the Iran-

Contra controversy during the Reagan presidency. “Everyone’s gotta pull

studies show
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their own weight. And if someone’s lagging behind, you’ve kinda gotta

give ’em that extra push.”

Alan called jury deliberation his favorite part of the trial, with students

pooling their knowledge as Mr. Fehrenbacher observed and prodded

them. “If some student doesn’t know—like, if they’re confused about

what’s happening—we get to ask questions to the other jury members to

help us,”    “And we get to share our own opinions on how we

think of the whole matter.”

David Weber also prioritizes his trigonometry students’ ability to develop

understanding together. By making group work the central strategy of his

classroom, Mr. Weber has found a way to create manageable challenges,

no matter what level of understanding a student has at the start.

His secret lies in flexible seating arrangements. “In my room, we don’t

have groups that face each other,”   Instead, Mr. Weber arranges

desks in L-shapes that can adapt to both twos and fours. “So if the little

duo is not working out so well,” he explained, “they have two more

people to talk to. But they’re not four people all staring at each other,

which has a tendency to take them away from the mathematics and more

into socializing and doing what kids love to do best, which is talk.”

he said.

he said.
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Particularly if students expect more success when they pair up, they are

quite willing to work with one another,   However,

he does not typically seat a very weak math student with a very strong

one, since frequently the stronger student will take over the work.

“The weaker one will simply just follow them, because that’s easier,” 

  “And then, ‘Hey! We’ve got all the right answers, I didn’t make a

single mistake—we’re good.’” But to learn, each student must struggle

with the material, he believes: “It’s in the struggle that students see that,

‘Hey, wait a second. I’m not the only person in this room who’s not

getting this.’”

Does a learner’s brain work differently when sharing such struggle with a

peer? Educators and scientists alike have an interest in the “attentional

engagement” that results, noted Alex Khalil, a postdoctoral fellow at

TDLC. “If you’re talking to me and there’s some possible expectation

that I need to process an answer or respond in some way,” he mused,

“then all kind of aspects of my cognition are running, rather than me

sitting back and just letting you talk to me.”

Martha, a student in Mr. Weber’s class, offered a ground-level view of

how  that process  feels. In some classes, “it’s just like you staring at the

board and teachers try’na explain it to you,” she said. Instead, “he’ll

lecture for a little bit and then he’ll let you work it out” with help from

Mr. Weber has noticed.

he
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peers. “If you have any questions, he’s there,” she added. “You can ask.

You’re never really confused and just blindly staring at the board.”

Teaching with small groups

Group work makes a perfect example of how Ned’s “Gr8 8” learning

conditions typically overlap and intersect. As teachers like these “make us
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use it,” students say, they also “act like a coach,” creating an atmosphere

in which “we feel okay” about risking mistakes.

Mr. Weber designs group work so students are “starting small.” By

pairing students with others who may be on similar ground, “there’s an

element of, ‘Okay. This I can do with them,’” he said. “There’s not so

much of a risk if they make a mistake with the person next to them. Then

I can get in right next to them, and we talk as a trio, as a threesome . . .

we’re all on the same level. ‘What did you try here? What happened

here?’”

In the unit where students derive the principles of trigonometry from

their own observations and activities, Mr. Weber has another motive: to

level the playing field.   Most students, he noted, assume that the “smart

kids” are those who can solve a problem by applying a formula. “But

even the kid who’s really smart often doesn’t know what a sine or cosine

or tangent ratio is and where it came from,” he said. To boost the

expectation of success for all partner groups, he starts everybody off with

an easy activity (“Anybody can measure, anybody can divide”). “Even

though they don’t really know where we’re going with all this,” he

observed, “they’re all willing to buy in, because, ‘Hey! That I know I can

do.’”
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Over the years, Mr. Weber has developed a sense of which tasks—and

which kids—work best in what size groups. It comes down,    to

three factors: workload, complexity, and students’ past responses.  “How

much work is too much for two kids, versus four kids?” he asks himself,

noting that “you might need a little more brain power” for problems

requiring more knowledge or creativity, or for those like “

,” which require more hands. Sometimes he lets the partners

themselves decide.

Group work does take extra time, always a teacher’s greatest challenge.

However, after doing the calculations,    that  it has

proved a more efficient way to make sure all students in his class are

learning the material. He gains back the time, he asserted, by “not having

to re-teach it wholesale a week later” when students don’t remember a

lecture. His students lose the attitude that math is a strange domain of

information they receive from on high. And he doesn’t have to teach

thirty very different students in one group, “hoping I can drag as many of

them with me as I possibly can.” Instead, he said with satisfaction, “I can

get right in next to them and go, ‘Okay, how are things going? Okay. So

what are you gonna do now? Good! Very good! Okay, have you thought

about this?’”

he said,

Barbie

Bungee

Mr. Weber discovered
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SUMMARY & REFLECTION

What can learners do to apply and use new
knowledge and skills?

▶  Explain new concepts and teach new skills to others

▶  Adopt and defend a position based on new knowledge

▶  Present or perform material based on new knowledge or skills

▶  Publish or exhibit work that requires new knowledge or skills

Ask yourself

▶  How do you know you have really taken ownership of new skills or

knowledge?
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7. Give Us Time to Reflect

In Which Students Think Back on Their Learning and
Growth

Throughout this book, we have heard students think back and reflect on

their learning experiences. What was difficult for them, they mused, and

how did they manage those challenges? What would they do differently

the next time? How did they grow?
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In the rush to move on to the next challenge, we may forget to provide

students (and ourselves) an opportunity to    on the work just

concluded. But without that step, the input they’ve experienced in even

our most engaging lessons could easily go for naught, a mere shadow of

the active understanding we hoped for.

In contrast, as learners reflect on what they’ve worked on, their

experiences start to make more sense. They begin to link new learning to

what they knew beforehand, and to reassess their own beliefs and

opinions. They can place themselves within a community of others who

have contributed to a particular field. They realize what they have

accomplished and perhaps think of new ways to apply it. By 

  of continuing development, they are also assessing

themselves and their work. (As we will see in the next chapter, that also

makes it possible for them to plan their next steps.)

Telling a story of growth

“What do you think about math now?” asks David Weber. His students

have just finished creating regression equations that chart the trajectory

of Barbie dolls plunging from high places on bungee cords. “What do you

think about your abilities? What did you learn about yourself ?”

reflect

narrating

their own stories
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Such questions, he believes, are not posed enough—particularly in math.

When students reflect on them, “their attitudes do change a lot,” 

 (“This is the first time I thought that I could actually learn

math,” one student told him.)   And as their mindsets regarding their

math ability change, students’   also increases.

Carrie Pierce likes to save students’ reflections from early in the Student

Blast process and show them to kids later. “They’ll go, ‘Oh my god, the

first day I didn’t know how to do this at all,’”   “But by the end of

two weeks, it’s ‘This is what I’ve learned how to do.’ It’ll build those

confidences just before they take the test.”

After the state test was over, Ms. Pierce also asked her students to share

their reflections on the experience. For many, it had not been as hard as

they thought it would be. Once he looked at the first question, Jibril said,

“I’m like, ‘I know this. I know all this stuff, so it's kind of easy.’”

Becoming anthropologists

Maranda and Elijah, two eleventh-graders from New York, told me

about taking a quarter-long anthropology elective called “Sixteen,” in

which they examined the experiences of youth their age around the

world. In the process, they not only learned new methods of observation

and inquiry but also gained a new perspective on their own lives.

Mr.

Weber noted.

motivation

she said.
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“That really broadened my horizon,”    afterward,

describing different courtship rituals in various cultures. “Wow! Like, how

could this person just live their entire life like that?’ . . . And I try to

understand . . . what would make them do it this way.”

“I think especially my generation lacks a lot of knowledge,” 

, recalling how startled her classmates felt when served chicken feet at

a restaurant they visited as a field study. “But the purpose of it was to step

out of our preferences . . . rid [ourselves] of our biases.”

When students write a monthly essay drawing connections between their

lives and the academic material of a course, their interest and

engagement increases,  . And when teachers make

regular reflective journals part of the classroom routine (and find ways for

students to selectively share excerpts with them through letters or emails),

they gain new ways to strategically connect curriculum with the concerns

of learners.

Reconsidering perspectives

Because students in Tom Fehrenbacher’s series of mock trials often focus

their efforts on one side of the historical controversy in question, he

structures reflective writing into the arc of class assignments. Esteban,

thinking back on his part in the mock trial of Eugene Debs, realized that

Elijah reflected

Maranda

said

researchers have found
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at first he had immersed himself in a particular perspective on the railway

workers’ strikes of the 1890s. “As you're doing all your research, you're

kind of looking in things in black and white: ‘This will be good for my

side,’ and, ‘This will be harmful for my side.’ And you only pay attention

to the facts that pertain to your case. That's kind of the mindset that you

have to be in,” he said.

However, in writing the “trial recount” paper after the verdict, “you

basically have to go over all the facts that were said and kinda take

everything into account,”   “After you rethink about it, all

the facts come back in. You kinda see the whole picture once again.”

Reflection also plays a part in Mr. Fehrenbacher’s assessment process at

the end of each trial, when the class at large evaluates the work of the trial

group. Students also assess their own work, and peers grade each other’s

written recounts of the trial. If any such critique sparks disagreement,

students can appeal—which leads to more reflective conversation among

peers, with teacher as arbiter.

Appreciating good work

Especially in the adolescent years, learners are often privately wondering,

“Can I do the work?” “Do I belong here?” “Will this matter in my

future?” What they believe about such questions affects their school

Esteban noted.
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performance in substantial ways, many psychological studies have now

shown.  Reflecting on the learning process (and on their products) plays a

important part in helping them develop a sense of agency and gain

confidence in their 

“A lot of things surprise me,” admitted Amanda, a twelfth grader. “I learn

new things and I also learn things about myself as I’m progressing.”

Teachers praise Amanda as a hard worker, but she doesn’t quite believe

them; it’s her own reflection that has brought her to terms with her own

possibilities. “I’m starting to learn,”  , “that the best I can do is

putting all the effort I can into it and making it the way I want it to be.”

Reflection does carry its own frustrations, students acknowledged. “I just

can’t trust myself all the time, because what I think might be right, might

be wrong for someone else,”  , at sixteen. After what he

perceives as a bad move, he hears his own voice in his head, instructing

and coaching him. “I say, ‘Wilson, don’t do this because it’s not the right

thing to do. You can do other things better.’ I feel myself critiquing . . .

‘That wasn’t good. That wasn’t good.’ I know other people might be

thinking the same, but they’re not telling me. And I would appreciate if

they did tell me. But I have myself also.”

Listening to students reflect on their completed work—and on the

persistence that it required of them—we also hear the satisfaction they

“possible selves.”

she said

said Wilson
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feel in a job well done. At the end of her hydroponic garden project, for

example, Bella expressed pleasure and pride in “just doing good work,

creating beautiful work.”

“You can step back and just look at it,” she said. “And see, ‘Wow! I did

this. I helped create this.’”

SUMMARY & REFLECTION

What should learners reflect upon?

▶  What they learned and how they might apply it in their lives

▶  How they learned, and which strategies worked best for them

▶  How new learning is connected with—or built on—prior learning

▶  How they have changed after acquiring new skills and knowledge

Ask yourself

▶  Have you ever realized something new about yourself only after

looking back upon a learning experience that had concluded?
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8. Have Us Make Plans

In Which Students Figure Out Where to Go Next

The final step in Ned’s “Gr8 8” brings our teenage brain full circle.

Having taken the time to reflect on what new learning came about (and

how), it’s time for students to plan the next steps.
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Assuming those steps involve another stretch, Ned will soon be a novice

at something again. But the value he places on what comes next,

combined with his newly bolstered expectation of success, mean that both

factors in the   are working in his favor.

Planning is a fundamental cognitive process, and teachers may regard it

as implicit in the work that they assign. Yet when we consider everything

that we are expecting of students—homework, note-taking, research,

small-group work, projects, presentations, and test preparation—it’s clear

how important it is to build the planning process explicitly into their

work.

What it takes to plan

Students often acknowledge that planning is one of their biggest

challenges. “The most important thing to bring with you out of school is

organization, which is something that I’m not really that good at,” 

, at sixteen. “If you forgot to do something at your job, you’re

probably gonna get fired.”

Yet the brain develops and changes enormously during the adolescent

years, neuroscience has shown. The cognitive functions that enable young

people to organize, plan, and strategize will strengthen throughout that

period, if they get sufficient scaffolding and practice in using them.

Motivation Equation

said

Max
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Where have we seen that happen in the episodes we have been studying?

One answer lies in hands-on projects that put the kids behind the wheel

as initiators, deciders, and planners. 

As Bella recalled her work on the eighth-grade hydroponic garden

project, she took pride in the role she played. “Procrastinating never gets

you anywhere,” she said. “If you just sit there and say, ‘I’m done

painting,’ when there's a completely paint-less pipe standing there, then

that's just going to hurt you in the end.” By assigning students to carefully

chosen teams of four, Mr. Gallagher built in the expectation that each

team would plan each new day’s work based on their trials and errors

during the one before.

The mock trials in Mr. Fehrenbacher’s humanities class also raised the

stakes for students to plan ahead for the roles they played. “You have to

take it upon yourself to learn the material,”   thinking back on

the process. “It's really up to the people to kinda get themselves into the

history. Sometimes you just gotta grit your teeth and go through it.” If

witnesses didn’t take that initiative in time, she noted, it affected not only

their own performance but also that of the students acting as lawyers.

“It’s gonna hurt in the trial,” she said, shaking her head.

Thinking back in this way on previous work (and especially talking with

others about how it went) primes the learner’s mind, learning science

said Sarah,
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shows. Reflective discussion in general—including conversations about

one’s personal goals—seems to provide a    from which one

learns to look ahead, imagine new possibilities, and plan accordingly.

When we build opportunities to do that into our teaching, we help

strengthen young people’s planning and organizational skills across the

board. They learn to take into account the academic or workplace

context in which they are working and to call on its rules and  .

They get better at formulating the problem that a complex task presents

and coming up with a hypothesis. They recall patterns from prior cases as

they choose among alternative approaches and predict potential

problems that might arise. And they incorporate the insights of their

teammates, as well as those from thinkers and doers who have gone

before them.

Scaffolding the planning process

Teachers and schools play a key role in helping students take charge of

their learning in such ways. For example, at a small project-based school

in Washington State, two ninth-grade boys named Kyle and Joel set out

to fabricate an inexpensive wind turbine using salvaged material. To

scaffold students’ project planning, every day at this school begins and

ends with an advisory period. The principal calls this time an “incubator

of thought . . . protected space in which students can test ideas and ask

critical base

methods
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questions without fear of ridicule . . . searching for answers together and

simultaneously discovering new thought.”

Before the closing advisory meeting each day, all students spend twenty

minutes reflecting on that day’s project work and planning for the next.

Using a   designed for the purpose, they note whether they met

their stated goals for the day just passed (including whether it took the

time they had estimated) as well as any additional work they have put in.

They list at least three goals for the following day. And they record their

struggles and successes in a    to which their adviser

responds.

“Busy day,” read one such entry written by Kyle. “The meeting with Joel

was frustrating. I wanted to map it out on paper first and he just wanted

to drill new holes.   We don’t have a lot of extra plastic. I wanted to be

sure we were right this time. . . . We did a lot of refiguring.  Sarah was a

big help. We figured out the problem but didn’t get to drill today.”

His adviser wrote back with encouragement and support: “Kyle, this is

terrific. Thanks for not giving up on Joel and for teaching him how to

work through frustrations and be a team player. Don’t worry about the

plastic.  We can get more from KID. They offered. Keep using Sarah . . .

You are getting much better about ‘humility’ (knowing what you don’t

know).”

template

reflective journal,
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Such coaching, too, helps students intertwine the processes of reflection

and planning as they critique their own work, acknowledge its value, and

set their sights on “hard but do-able” next steps. Along the way, their

confidence grows that success lies within their reach.

Conversely, without such support students can easily fall into a slump that

looks like apathy or alienation. Kenneth, midway through his junior year

at a New York City high school, “wasn’t even attending school that

much,” he confessed later. “I would go home. I wouldn’t do my

homework. I’d be like, ‘I’ll get by it. I’ll figure out a way to do it in school

or something.’”

It took a conversation with an older friend to turn his thoughts toward

what would come after high school—and how he could plan for it.

“You’ll go to college and you’ll become somebody,” that person

encouraged him. “You just need to follow what you’re passionate about.”

By the end of that year, Kenneth had adopted a more organized

approach to the necessary tasks of high school. Instead of blowing off his

homework assignments, he saw them as small steps that had real and

desirable consequences. “I think, ‘Okay. I need to get this done. I need to

prioritize what I need to do,’”  .

Planning takes practice

he said
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Kenneth will get much more practice in that process before he graduates,

because his school requires students to research and plan their own

learning paths. Late in the tenth grade year, they must choose an

academic focus area (such as history, or biology). At the start of eleventh

grade, they take a nine-week unit on research methods in that field, to get

familiar with the lens through which its scholars view critical issues. Next

they choose one topic in the field to explore more deeply, writing a

“literature review” that sets out what others are thinking about it. A “field

experience” undertaken the same year helps students ground that

background reading in reality. At its conclusion, they propose a yearlong

independent project for the senior year ahead. Whether it entails

investigating, performing, producing, or creating new knowledge, that

work will culminate their high school career.

As Arielle told me about planning that senior research proposal, her

excitement came through vividly. “In one hour,”  , “I figured out

what I wanted to do, what I wanted it be about, how I’m gonna do it,

what form it’s gonna be in. And it’s not just gonna be a paper! It’s gonna

be like a 3D pop-up book and it’s gonna be about art and architecture

and all the places I’ve lived in.”  Caught up in the flow of talking through

and writing down all her ideas, Arielle missed the start of her next class.

“I was like, the hour didn’t . . . it’s not up yet!” she said with a

disbelieving laugh.

she said
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Such capstone senior projects are a graduation requirement in many

schools, typically presented by graduating students in the spring before a

public audience and assessed by a panel of teachers, community

members, and often experts. “The senior project is as personalized as it

gets,” said Adina Hunter, who teaches at a rural Maine high school. “It

empowers students to advocate for their own learning. To be able to

identify what interests them, what they’re passionate about, what they

need to learn, know, and how to set deadlines, how to tell they’re making

progress, what they need to do to get to the next level, how to apply and

share what they’ve learned—that’s major.”

But the planning that Ms. Hunter is describing requires students to

acquire plenty of experience in self-managing their activities, well before

the senior year. They can get this practice not just from school projects

and assignments but also through extended learning opportunities

outside school, which stretch them intellectually, socially, and emotionally.

“At first I had lots of time,” said a Boston student named Amadeo,

thinking back at fifteen on his ninth-grade year just past. “I just relaxed

and did nothing and was lazy.” But as he set college in his sights, he

realized he would need to balance important extracurricular activities

with his other work. “I’m gonna start going to an elderly shelter to help

out with my mom,”  . “Prioritizing my time is the most important

thing.”

he said
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Allan, an older schoolmate, had recently immigrated to the United States

and was still mastering the language as he faced daunting assignments,

tests, projects, and extracurricular activities. “If I ignore something, I

know it’s going to affect me,”  , pointing out that even joining a

club had the potential to change his future. But slowing down to give

each task its due had recently transformed the way that Allan planned his

days. Rather than rush to complete a written assignment, he said, “I

actually take my time to do it.”

“I plan my next steps” concludes the list of fundamental learning

supports—well established by the learning sciences—that our adolescent

brain, Ned Cephalus, describes in the animated presentation with which

this book began. “I seriously hope my Gr8 8 helps you get better at what

you do,” Ned says in parting. “Now, I’ll let you get to your planning.”

Our hope, too, is that you will take this book further in your own

teaching practice. No doubt you have noticed, as we did, that Ned’s eight

conditions not only how youth learn, but how you learn. Teachers, too,

need to “feel OK”—not threatened, or humiliated, or distracted—in

order to develop and grow in the profession. You, too, build on what you

value; and, like your students, you prefer not to engage in something

without the reasonable expectation that you can succeed at it. You take

he said
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your considerable theoretical knowledge and put it to active use in the

classroom. You welcome feedback and support from colleagues and

coaches. You reflect on what has worked and what has not, planning your

next steps accordingly.

At our website   What Kids Can Do continually adds

new resources for teachers, including research from the learning sciences,

documentation of effective teaching practice, videos of students talking

about their learning, and connections with others who are making a

critical difference in the lives and expectations of youth. We invite you to

join us there, and we hope you will partner with WKCD in working to

bring into practice the theory of action that underlies this book:

When students feel a sense of belonging in a school and its classrooms,

when they believe that their efforts will increase their ability and

competence and that success lies within their grasp, when they value

what they are learning . . .

. . . then they are much more likely to persist at academic tasks despite

setbacks and to demonstrate the social, emotional, and academic

behaviors that promote meaningful learning and a life well led.

For now, Ned tells us, he’s “gonna make like an adolescent eyeball . . .

and roll!” He’ll see you in class—please let us know how he’s doing!

How Youth Learn,
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Appendix 1: Teachers and Their
Lessons

In Which Teachers Use a Protocol to Study Learner
Motivation

The teachers who presented their work to colleagues and scientists in the

collaborative work that led to this book used a 

 designed specifically to highlight where the factors in our

Motivation Equation revealed themselves in their curriculum and

instruction. Our process was simple: the teacher presented a learning

episode before the group, followed by responses first from other teachers

and then from the learning scientists in our group. Most teachers also

brought feedback from students, but sometimes we sought it out after the

presentation.

In the following pages we present the nuts and bolts of six of those

presentations, which we have used as examples throughout this book. Not

quite lesson plans, they nonetheless give a sturdy sense of how these

teachers planned their practice so as to maximize both value and

expectation of success, so that students would have the motivation to work

toward mastery of the challenge.

presentation

protocol
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Notes on our teaching presentations

PRESENTATION 1. Playing with Fire

Eighth graders learn physics and chemistry from watching flames in a controlled

environment 

Presented by John McKinney

John McKinney teaches eighth-grade science at Mountain Ridge Middle

School in Highlands Ranch, Colorado. In this month-long unit, he

wanted to draw his students into reasoning through a scientific

phenomenon—combustion—that none of them could yet clearly and

accurately explain.

Learning Objectives

For his learning targets, Mr. McKinney called on Colorado’s content and

skills standards for high school science, along with the standards

articulated by professional organizations in his field.

(PDF)
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Content Knowledge

•  The properties of fuel

•  Combustion

•  Convection

•  Laws of conservation of energy & matter

•  Relationship between photosynthesis & combustion

•  Chemical equilibrium 

Key Skills

•  Design inquiry-based investigations

•  Use direct and indirect evidence to develop and support claims

•   Use measurements, equations, and graphs to analyze and interpret

data

•   Develop, communicate, and justify an evidence-based scientific

explanation and/or prediction

•  Share experimental data, respectfully discuss conflicting results
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•  Research

Class Activities

Mr. McKinney set up a series of experiments in which students would

observe fire in a carefully controlled environment, both in the classroom

and out in the field. The observations built on each other, with students

taking lab notes, making careful drawings of what they saw, and talking

together about what it might mean. The teacher set up outdoor activities

—like a “turkey pan forest fire”—that caught their imaginations and

sparked their questions.

Day One

•  Burn a Post-it note and think about fire

•  Light candles and compare with Post-it flame

•  Draw the candle flame, in detailed color

•  Do background reading about fire

Day Two

•  Observe candles burning under an overturned beaker

•  Analyze colors of flame
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•  Observe alcohol burning in beaker

•  Observe and analyze the relighting of gases around a snuffed candle’s

smoking wick (the “smoking wick trick”)

Day Three

•  Observe and analyze an alcohol fire burning on a lab bench

•  Field trip outdoors to burn and compare various fuels

Performance Assessment

•  Teach the “smoking wick” activity to family at home and to seventh

graders, and explain its significance

As a final assessment, Mr. McKinney raised the stakes for his eighth

graders—they would have to demonstrate one of the key experiments for

their family at home, and also for students in the class below them —

then clearly explain the scientific principles behind it. Their “students”

were also asked to summarize their own learning in writing.

Five months after this unit concluded, Mr. McKinney asked his students

to recap their learning once again in a detailed questionnaire. Their

retention and understanding of the central scientific concepts proved to

be exceptionally strong.
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PRESENTATION 2. Role-Playing Ancient Cultures

Sixth graders learn English language skills and history content by acting out the roles

and conflicts of ancient peoples 

Presented by Kerry Ensberg

Kerry Ensberg teaches sixth graders at Darnall Charter School in San

Diego, which has a very diverse population and a high percentage of

English language learners. She developed this humanities unit to weave

English language arts into an exploration of ancient cultures.

Learning Objectives

Content Knowledge

•   Read and understand informational text about ancient history and

cultures

•  Compare and contrast different cultures

•  Develop academic vocabulary in the content area

Key Skills

•  Conduct collaborative research

(PDF)
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•   Develop writing skills in English, by summarizing and drawing

inferences from historical events

•  Develop speaking and listening skills in English, through role-plays with

peers

Classroom Activities

Laying the foundation. Before delving into the history content for the

unit, Ms. Ensberg designed an activity to help her students connect what

they would be learning to their own prior knowledge and experience.

•  Describe and discuss traditions and rituals in students’ own families

•   Create a picture dictionary of terms from ancient cultures; add five

words daily

•  Preview, skim, question, and read from social studies text

•  Review text with whole class; answer questions in pairs

Preparing for the role-play. The teacher moved on to prepare

students for a role-play in which they would act out key historical parts.

Her plan was to push around their desks to represent the geography of
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ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia, with the Nile River running right

through the classroom.

•   Teacher creates and shares a    representing the

“geography” of the role-play

•  Review the events of the role-play with the class

•  To cast the roles, draw names randomly from a bucket

•  Distribute vocabulary cards to include in student scripts

•  Students assemble in groups to develop their script

•  Students make simple props and rehearse their script

Performing the role-play. Ms Ensberg planned out a scenario in

which the whole class participated actively while certain students took

turns occupying the spotlight. 

•  Teacher narrates and directs group role-plays

•  Group members hold up vocabulary signs during the role-play; whole-

class call-and-response

•  Teacher and students provide feedback after each role-play

classroom map
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•  Each group repeats its role-play

Varied Assessments

Ms. Ensberg took lots of notes about her students’ performances, and she

also asked her class to reflect on the whole experience in conversations

that she recorded. Later, the children summarized what they had learned

in writing, and took a unit-end test.

•  Student reflections on role-play

•  Teacher’s observational notes and records

•  Students’ written summaries of role-play events

•  Test with vocabulary, multiple-choice, and short-answer questions

PRESENTATION 3. Hydroponic Gardens

Eighth graders build and explain systems that grow plants in an aquatic

environment 

Presented by Ryan Gallagher

Ryan Gallagher teaches eighth-grade science at a North County middle

school in the High Tech High network of schools, based in San Diego,

(PDF)
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California. He wanted his students to learn plant biology and the basic

principles of chemistry by building their own hydroponic garden systems

to grow plants in an aquatic environment.

Learning Objectives

Mr. Gallagher himself was genuinely curious about how hydroponic

gardens worked. He set two simple learning objectives, based on

innovative practices in the real world of agricultural science today.

•  To understand the different techniques for hydroponic growing

•   To understand the chemistry of different hydroponic growing

techniques

All students would have to learn enough about hydroponics to explain its

key ideas to a general audience, as well as give details about one of the

four techniques that allow plants to grow in water, not soil. Along the

way, Mr. Gallagher aimed to introduce, encourage, and develop a wide

variety of skill sets in his students — in any way that would get them

closer to the goal of understanding.

Classroom Activities

As a whole class:
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•   Interview visiting hydroponics expert to acquire background

knowledge

•   Construct and install a 6’- x 8’-foot hydroponic water station as a

permanent addition to the school garden, and enjoy the food that results

In small groups:

•   Divide the class into four groups, representing the four different

hydroponics techniques

•  Acquire and demonstrate an understanding of hydroponics in general

•  Research and explains one of the following hydroponic techniques:

    º Ebb and flow

    º Deep water hydroponic

    º Drip system

    º Nutrient film technique

•   Create an ad campaign about hydroponics and the group’s specific

technique
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•  Find and interview (in person, by phone, or via email) an expert in the

field of gardening, agriculture, or hydroponic construction. Each

student’s interview focuses on the expertise role that student takes in the

small group. (See below.)

•  Create a model of the group’s hydroponic technique and strive to make

it grow plants

As an individual:

•   Within each group, each student creates a product demonstrating

understanding of the group’s specific hydroponic technique. Students

choose from the following roles and products:

      º Video Producer. Creates a short informational video to promote the

hydroponic technique

    º Art Director. Creates a series of at least four print advertisements

     º Botanist. Develops a plant survey detailing plants that can be grown

hydroponically including photographs that you take in the field, as well a

nutrient analysis

Performance Assessment

•  Design and construct a functioning hydroponic garden
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•   Explain the potential impact of hydroponics on global water

conservation and food shortages

•   Demonstrate and explain the completed gardens for an audience of

parents and community, answering their questions in accurate and

knowledgeable terms

PRESENTATION 4. Mock Trial

Eleventh graders take sides in mock trials on controversial issues in U. S.

history 

Presented by Tom Fehrenbacher

Tom Fehrenbacher combines history, social studies, and English language

arts in his humanities courses at High Tech High, the flagship school in a

network of small schools based in San Diego, California. In this

curriculum, Mr. Fehrenbacher designed the whole year around six mock

trials, staging them at different critical points in U.S. history.

Learning Objectives

Mr. Fehrenbacher lined up his learning targets with his state’s history

standards and with the Common Core anchor standards for English

(PDF)
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Language Arts. The idea was that, as students argued out each issue and

reached a verdict, they would make the historical material their own—

and sharpen their communication skills in the process.

•   Explore key content spanning U.S. history and identify recurring

themes

•   Recognize the importance of multiple perspectives in a democratic

society

•  Construct and critique spoken arguments, using reason and evidence

•   Collaborate in teams, building on their peers’ ideas and expressing

their own

•  Communicate accurately and effectively

•  Write clearly, to convey information or opinions

Class Activities

Mr. Fehrenbacher assigned roles in the trial groups, based on his

assessment of which would provide just the right interest and challenge

for each particular student. The whole class watched the trial, and then

completed several writing assignments about the historical issues

involved. 
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•   Three three-day “trials” each semester are timed to align with U.S.

history course content

•  Each student is assigned to one trial group each semester (two per year)

•   Each group researches its relevant history (throughout the semester

until trial), sharing facts and perspectives from both sides

•  Each group refines its cause of action (the “count” or complaint) and

prepares its witness list and attorneys for trial

•  Each student plays a part in its team’s trial (as prosecution, defense,

witness, jury, bailiff, press, etc.).

•  Teacher provides intensive coaching for each trial group as trial date

nears

•  Students whose trial has finished earlier in the term carry out alternate

reading and writing assignments

•  After each trial, all students write a “trial recount” paper to summarize

its historical context and arguments

•  All students call on evidence to write their own evaluations of the jury’s

decision
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•  All students write a paper about the historical significance of the trial’s

central issue

Assessments

Assessments for the mock trial always included students’ own critiques of

themselves and their peers.

•  Mock trial rubric with standards for attorneys, witnesses, and overall

team performance

•  Peer assessment and teacher assessment both count toward final grade

•   Self-assessment, peer critique, and revision take place for all written

work

PRESENTATION 5. The “Student Blast”: Math Test Prep for

ELLs

High school English language learners with below-basic math skills prepare for a state

math exam whose vocabulary they may not understand 

Presented by Carrie Pierce

(PDF)
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At San Diego’s Iftin High School, Carrie Pierce’s math classes include a

high percentage of ninth and tenth grade English language learners who

must pass the state math exam to graduate. In addition to their gaps in

mathematical understanding, Ms. Pierce observed that their limited

English skills also stood in the way of their understanding the test

questions themselves. She devised her “Student Blast” to coach them in

strategies that could help them surmount this obstacle.

Learning Objectives

Testing Skills

•  Recall and use a manageable number of problem-solving strategies in a

stressful, high-stakes environment

•  Reduce fatigue and discouragement by answering test questions quickly

with a good chance of correctness

Math Skills

(from Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Practice)

•  Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them

•  Reason abstractly and quantitatively
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•  Use appropriate tools strategically

•  Look for and make use of structure

•  Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning

•  Reason abstractly and quantitatively

Classroom Activity

Ms. Pierce designed the “Student Blast” as a think-fest conducted to

decipher the meaning of a test question under the stress of time.

Collaborative and competitive at the same time, this dialogue became a

central way for her students to practice their mathematical reasoning.

Without warning, she called one student at random to the board to work

out a test problem and explain the strategies used in real time. Students

are invited to comment, and at some point a new student replaces the

one in the spotlight. With minimal commentary from the teacher,

eventually the group as a whole agrees on the way to solve the problem.

Strategies

Ms. Pierce identified key strategies that would help in navigating the test

questions, and her students practiced them repeatedly in the high-stress

context of the student blast.
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Highlight key words

•  Solve always means “find a number value for a letter variable”

•  Simplify means “shortest form of the term or expression”

•  Equals / equivalent means “same number, different form”

•  Evaluate means “find a solution or answer”

•  Not true means “false”

Partial answer with elimination

•  Practice in estimation and logic leads to the “20-second problem”

PRESENTATION 6. Inquiry into Trigonometry

High school students collaborate to uncover key mathematical principles by exploring

real-world problems 

Presented by David Weber

David Weber teaches high school mathematics at the Preuss School, a K–

12 public charter school associated with the University of California in

San Diego. A former engineer, Mr. Weber organizes his very

(PDF)
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heterogeneous trigonometry course on the principle that discovering the

mathematical relationships in the larger world reveals rules that are

applicable to new situations.

Learning Objectives

This “triangle” unit addressed the geometry pertaining to right triangles.

In subsequent units, Mr. Weber’s students went on to meet other

standards. They would prove the Laws of Sines and Cosines and use

them to solve problems—and they would understand and apply the Law

of Sines and the Law of Cosines to find unknown measurements in right

and non-right triangles.

Content Knowledge

(from Common Core State Standards for Geometry)

•   Understand that by similarity, side ratios in right triangles are

properties of the angles in the triangle, leading to definitions of

trigonometric ratios for acute angles (G-SRT.6)

•  Use trigonometric ratios and the Pythagorean Theorem to solve right

triangles in applied problems (G-SRT.8)

Key Skills
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(from Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Practice)

•  Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them

•  Reason abstractly and quantitatively

•  Use appropriate tools strategically

•  Look for and make use of structure

•  Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning

•  Reason abstractly and quantitatively

Sample Class Activities

Mr. Weber looked for questions that would “create perplexity” among his

students. To help them answer those questions, he came up with hands-

on activities that students would tackle throughout the year.

•  Triangle party: Use protractors to draw triangles of different sizes but

with same angles. Figure out the ratio of the sides to each other, compare

what they got with the larger group, and discover the meaning of sine,

cosine, and tangent. In ones or twos, practice different ways of solving

problems that involve sine, cosine, and tangent.
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•  Guess the height of Mt. Everest. How did  people estimate its height

originally, or estimate how far apart the stars are?

•  Make basic sextants from protractors, bolts, and string, then use them

to measure angles in the natural world and determine the heights of

otherwise immeasurable objects (a tree, a building, etc.).

•  In groups of four, measure the frames of two bicycles and compare the

angles of their central structures. Then graph the trajectory of the bicycle

tires as the wheels turn, analyzing how to alter the graph by physically

altering the bicycle and/or tire.

Assessments

Mr. Weber’s observations and coaching of such small-group activities

provided him with ongoing information about what students knew and

could do: formative assessments that would shape his next teaching steps.

The unit’s summative assessments included not only the mathematical

products and explanations resulting from their hands-on work activities

but also conventional classroom quizzes and tests.
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Appendix 2: Resources

In Which We Offer Practical Resources for Teachers

Online professional development

Building Student Motivation. This EduPlanet21 Learning Pathway

(conducted by Kathleen Cushman on a user-friendly social learning

platform) is designed for use by cohorts or individual teachers. Six in-

depth case studies of curriculum and instruction featuring middle and

high school learning in different subject areas provide a robust basis for

discussion, analysis, and planning with student motivation in mind.

Commentary by the presenting teachers and their students as well as by

learning scientists from the NSF Science of Learning Center at the

University of California, San Diego; real-time facilitation by a highly

experienced educator;  .

All Kinds of Minds. Teachers can here build or refresh their

understanding of three important elements of learning: language,

memory, and attention via three free self-paced online modules (two to

three hours each). The material reflects an accessible and well-researched

neurodevelopmental framework on the All Kinds of Minds  ,

which provides educators with a foundation of expertise about learning

free introductory module

website
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and serves as an effective system for richly describing, organizing, and

addressing students' learning strengths and weaknesses. Go to

www.allkindsofminds.org

Videos

Just Listen: Students Talk About Learning. In more than 300

engaging one-minute video clips, diverse adolescents speak directly from

experience about key issues affecting their lives and learning. As prompts

for professional learning, they powerfully illuminate the student

perspective. Arranged by theme in  .

Case Studies in Practice. Middle and high school students tell how

they gained proficiency in reading, math, engineering, debate, media

technology, and ballroom dance in these    (each about

five minutes long). In a bonus video, middle schoolers speak about their

social-emotional learning.

Books

Fires in the Mind: What Kids Can Tell Us About Motivation

and Mastery, by Kathleen Cushman (Jossey-Bass, 2010). Adolescents

describe what fuels their interest and effort, bringing alive the research on

developing mastery both in and out of school. “Smart and thoughtful and

YouTube playlists

first-person videos
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brimming with good advice” (Mike Rose, UCLA). 

Fires in the Bathroom: Advice for Teachers from High School

Students, by Kathleen Cushman (The New Press, 2003). Starting with

how to build mutual understanding and respect, students directly tackle

crucial issues of classroom culture and learning relationships in 

  for both new and established teachers. “Powerful and

compelling . . . a major contribution” (Teachers College Record).

Fires in the Middle School Bathroom, by Kathleen Cushman and

Laura Rogers (The New Press, 2008). A window into the often frustrating

and bewildering world of students in grades five through eight, 

  “sheds welcome new light on what middle school students really

care about” (Willliam Damon, Stanford University).

Sent to the Principal, by Kathleen Cushman (Next Generation Press,

2005).    brings the insights of students to the toughest job in

schools, that of principal. “As we go about creating more personalized

and supportive environments on which to build high achievement for

students, [the book] provides both a vision and a tool” (Larry Myatt).

Anytime, Anywhere: Student-Centered Learning for Schools

and Teachers, edited by Rebecca E. Wolfe, Adria Steinberg, and

Downloadable

chapters and exercises.

this

classic book

this

book

This book
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Nancy Hoffman. (Harvard Education Press, 2013). A collection of linked

essays synthesizing research and practice,    highlights teaching

practices that apply what we know about how the brain learns, how to

motivate and engage all students, and how to use digital tools  to help

them learn, assess, and express what they learn in powerful new ways.

Websites

What Kids Can Do (WKCD). With abundant and up-to-date stories,

resources, and exemplars,   documents the “powerful

learning with public purpose” that results when youth and adults create

partnerships in the classroom and beyond. “If it comes from WKCD, it

can change your life--and I've been a teacher for long enough to know

the real thing.” (Pamela Wise, instructional design specialist). 

How Youth Learn. A lively    bringing together research,

curriculum, and other resources for teachers. The focus is on the science

of learning, social and emotional learning, adolescent development, and

student-centered learning.

The Teaching Channel. An inspiring video showcase (   on

the Internet and PBS television) that curates hundreds of brief videos of

actual classroom practice, in all grades and all subjects. User-friendly

this book

What Kids Can Do

website

accessible
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opportunities for teachers to connect, collaborate, take notes, and trade

ideas.

Edutopia. A vibrant    featuring fine examples of

project-based learning, along with research, interviews, and curriculum

resources that bolster deeper learning for K–12 students.

Curriculum

First Ask, Then Listen: How to Get Your Students to Help You

Teach Them Better (PDF). This short    describes the process

and questions behind WKCD’s best-selling book Fires in the Bathroom. It

offers prompts and exercises for teachers wanting to start a dialogue with

their own students.

The Practice Project (PDF). A    for secondary

teachers or advisers, based on the book Fires in the Mind. Students mine

their own experiences and interview experts to investigate the essential

question of motivation and mastery: “What does it take to get really good

at something?”

online magazine

manual

five-day curriculum
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Appendix 3: References

In Which We List Research that Connects to the Gr8 8

If you’ve read this far, you have already encountered many examples of

how the teaching that most excites students also mirrors what recent

research in the learning sciences has discovered. However, as we pored

over that academic research while preparing this book, we were

continually surprised and delighted that the opposite also holds true.

Though the prose in these academic sources necessarily follows the

daunting conventions of scientific writing, it nonetheless evoked countless

images and echoes of the students and teachers whose voices fill this

book.

Throughout the book, we have encapsulated some findings from this

research in short sidebar summaries. In addition to the works that

support those citations, the broader array of readings below also

contributed to our understanding of how science bears out what good

teachers do with students. Although the medium often takes a more

scholarly form than does Ned Cephalus’s speech about his Gr8 8

conditions, the messages here lend sturdy support to his view of how

youth (and you!) learn.
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EduPlanet21.com.) MetLife Foundation’s contribution to the nation’s
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greater understanding of teaching and learning—in particular, its annual

survey research into the experiences of students, teachers, and families—

never fails to inspire and buttress the best work we do at WKCD.

The adolescent brain known as Ned Cephalus, who speaks in this book

for countless other teenagers we have interviewed, owes his existence to

the generous support of Nellie Mae Foundation. In his six-minute

animated video “How Youth Learn,” created with the inimitable artist

and writer Suzy Becker, Ned summarizes the “Gr8 8” learning

conditions that form the backbone of this book. Our deep appreciation

goes to all who had a hand in bringing him to life.

Finally, many aspects of the production of an e-book of this nature,

enhanced by audio, video, and live links to auxiliary materials, required

expert advice, help, and critique from my friends and colleagues. Those

offering that support were many, but I owe particular thanks to my

brilliant and indefatigable WKCD partner Barbara Cervone for her

unqualified confidence; to Justin Samaha and Rachel Scott for their parts

in helping the work come together; to Abigail Ronck and Stefanie Syman

at the Atavist e-publishing group; to Sanda Balaban, Carol Mendenhall,

Claire Wurtzel, and the other great educators whose thoughtful responses

at critical intervals kept both factors of the Motivation Equation alive in

my own mind and spirit as the work on this project progressed.
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Kathleen Cushman, April 2013, New York City
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